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PERFACE 
The period from seventh to twelfth century represents a significant 
epoch in the history of India; marked by the estabHshment of territorial polity 
and the ascendancy of the Rajputs. The idea of'urban decay' as enunciated and 
developed by several scholars and the questioning raised out of it by others 
inspired me to indulge in the study of towns during this phase. 
The present work is an attempt to reveal that within a new pattern of 
production marked by agrarian expansion, while urban decay is viewed as an 
integral part, the exposure and springing up of many newly established towns 
as the capital cities of the Rajput states as well as the survival of some existing 
ones may not be regarded as oblivious in the light of extant literary and 
epigraphic data covering the seventh and twelfth centuries. A close scrutiny 
and in-depth inquiry of the contemporary' primary sources including the literary 
texts and inscriptions exhibit the whole history of the 'towns and cities' 
categorised as urban centres, representing not only the political but also the 
commercial and industrial activities at various places. Such evidences have 
been endeavored to be explained in the light of the earlier researches. I have 
tried to look at the topic from different angles in order to have a clear 
explanation of the concept of 'Third Urbanisation' during the early medieval 
period. 
The spellings of Sanskrit and of the Persian words used by me required 
diacritical marks upon them, which I would manage at the time of Publication. 
However, to clarify the names of sources, the regular use of diacriticals is made 
in bibliography. Though, every care has been taken to correct the proofs, the 
typing error ifany may please be subjected to forgiveness. . 
Asalam Sher 
Date:4"'November,2010. 
Place: Aligarh. 
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CHAPTER-1 
UEBAlISATIOl: 
DEFIIITIOl AID DEBATE 
URBANISATION: DEFINITION AND DEBATE 
The study of towns in Ancient India has been a subject of attention 
and inquiry of scholars since the first half of the twentieth century. B.B. 
Dutta was the first to write a book on Ancient Indian cities.' Following 
him Stuart Piggot,^ G.S. Ghurye,^ Amita Ray/ B.N. Puri/ A. Ghosh,^ V. 
Gordon Childe^ and others have contributed extensive research works on 
early Indian towns. 
The process through which a particular region or area comes to 
have towns or cities is generally termed as urbanisation. Through such 
process rural areas become transformed into urban areas. 
With regards to the study of urbanisation in Ancient India scholars 
have generally used two terms i.e. city and towns as synonyms, without 
making any distinction in the use of them. It was indeed owing to the 
limitations of factual data regarding the area and population of places. 
^ Town Planning in Ancient India, Calcutta, 1925. 
^ Some Ancient Cities of India, Oxford, 1945. 
^ Cities and Civilisation, Bombay, 1962. 
^ Villages, Towns and Secular Buildings in Ancient India, Calcutta, 1964. 
^ Cities of Ancient India, Meerut, 1969. 
^ The City in Early Historical India, Shimla, 1973. 
'' Man Makes Himself, London, 1936; 'Civilisation, Cities and Towns', Antiquity, vol. 
31,1957, pp. 36-37; 'The Urban Revolution', Town Planning Review, vol. 21, pp.03-
17,1950, also in Ancient Cities of the Indus, (ed.), Possehl, Gregory, L, Delhi, 1979, 
pp. 12-17. 
The city unlike the town in modem terminology has a municipal 
government with definite boundaries and various legal powers derived 
from a charter, granted by the government. A municipality, in order to 
become a ciiy, must attain a prescribed population figure. But in the 
present stage of our archaeological knowledge about different urban sites, 
it is difficult to make any formulation in terms of such distinctions. 
Literature may not provide any clue in this regard and archaeologists are 
unable to measure the site and population of all the centres by excavating 
them horizontally. 
The previous studies had highlighted the Indus Urbanism and 
identified the cities of Indus valley as the first in the process of 
urbanisation. Hence, the Indus civilization is generally regarded as the 
period of first urbanisation , while the primary urbanisation can be 
regarded to have begun around 600 BC or so while by 300 BC this stage 
definitely led to the secondary urbanisation under the imperial sway of 
the Mauryas when Pataliputra, as cosmopolis was instrumental for the 
beginnings of a different pattern in Magadhan area. 
^ Indus civilization gave the Indian subcontinent its first cities. It is however certain 
that these cultures had not reached at the urban stage and could not have given 
the Indus civilization its urbanism (A. Ghosh, The City in Early Historical India, pp. 
1-2). 
During the 6^*" century B.C. the region of the Mahajanapadas 
(Kosala, Vatsa, Magadha and Avanti) attained political primacy. This 
period had witnessed the material changes of far reaching consequences 
such as the definite system of coinage promoting to organized commerce, 
arterial roads, and the use of baked bricks, which was virtually unknown 
after the fall of Harappan cities.^ 
Apart from the study of scholars, who have worked on the early 
historic towns, the Marxist historians like D.D. Kosambi and R.S. Sharma 
had established a different trend in the study of towns and cities tracing 
their rise, growth and decay in a particular series by utilizing the literary 
and archaeological data in order to propound a systematic theory 
ultimately proving the decay of towns as a general phenomena since the 
period of the Imperial Guptas.'^ 
Following the line of Kosambi, R.S. Sharma has enunciated the 
theory of a decline of cities, urban craft, trade and money in early 
medieval times as an important part of the hypothesis of Indian 
Feudalism. While propounding his two stage theory of urban decay, one 
V.K. Thakur, Urbanisation in Ancient India, New Delhi, 1981. pp. 13-14. 
°^ D.D. Kosambi An Introduction to the Study of Indian History, Bombay, 1956, 2"'' 
edn. Bombay, 1975; R.S. Sharma, Urban Decay in India (c. 300-1000 AD.}, New 
Delhi, 1987. 
beginning in the second half of the 3*^^ or the 4* century and the second 
one starting after the 6'*^  century, he has summarized archaeological data 
from various regions." Though, he undermines the value of literary 
evidences on account of their weaknesses from historical point of view 
but cites the account of Hiuen Tsang and Arab writers. According to him 
the growth and decay of towns is intimately linked with the history of 
trade.'^ 
Sharma substantiated the decline of urban centres in Punjab, 
Haryana and Western Uttar Pradesh after the third century. This is the 
case with Sanghol, Hastinapur, Atranjikhera, Mathura and several other 
places. In the middle Gangetic plains during Gupta times the trend 
towards sharp decline or desertion of many sites has been proved through 
archaeological data. Similarly in Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan decline 
also appears at regions but also includes the regions of Maharashtra, 
Kamataka, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu.'^According to him the 
second phase of urban decay, which began with the fall of the Gupta 
Empire, though it was not so widespread as the first. He ascribes the 
decline of Indo-Byzantine trade in which the Persians acted as 
" Ibid. 
'' ibid. 
'' Ibid. 
intermediaries between China and India on one hand and the Byzantium 
empire on the other as a basic factor for this decHne.''* 
This urban decHne undermined the position of urban-based artisans 
and traders. Artisans were forced to migrate to rural areas and traders 
were not able to pay taxes and guilds of artisans and merchants ossified 
into castes. By citing the epigraphic evidences Sharma reiterates the 
transfer of rights over markets to donees; merchants transferring part of 
their profits to temples, and the transfer of custom's dues fi"om the state to 
temples.'^ To him the temples, monasteries and walled structures of early 
medieval times only symbolize the consumption of surplus without 
articulating artisanal and mercantile activities on any scale till the end of 
the tenth century.'^ However, he argues of a mild urban renewal 
represented by a new type of economy marked by urban contraction and 
agrarian expansion; which was promoted through land grants made by 
chiefs and princes of the newly emerging states.'' 
R.S. Sharma, however, propounded a new phase of economy by 
the beginning of the 11"' century, characterized with the exhaustion of 
new areas of cuhivation in Bengal, Bihar, U.P., Malwa and Gujarat, 
'' Ibid. 
'' Ibid. 
'' Ibid. 
"Ibid. 
disappearance of forced labour (visti) under the landed Rajput magnates 
of northern India, increasing use of money, the practice of payment of 
dues in money to state by artisans and traders in western India. Such kind 
of developments caused dents in the self sufficient village economy of 
rural areas and led to urban renewal, which began in some parts of the 
subcontinent in the 11''^  12century. The urban processes thus revived, 
were well established by the 14* century.'^ 
The above phase of the renewal and revival of towns and town life 
needs a significant attention as dealt in with the present dissertation. The 
number of towns existing during the early medieval phase (11 and 12' ) 
centuries) was not inconsiderable. The scholars, who worked earlier on 
the economy of the early medieval phase have traced out various towns. 
Dashratha Sharma has compiled a list of 131 places in the Chahamana 
dominions, most of which are characterized as towns.^^ Similarly D.C. 
Ganguly has enumerated twenty towns in the Paramara kingdom, mainly 
in Malwa.^° Pushpa Niyogi has also compiled a list of eight towns under 
the Chanlukyas in Gujarat, although along with the port towns with 
19 
20 
21 
R.S. Sharma, Indian Feudalism, T^ edn., Madras, 1980, rep., 1990, pp. 197-98. 
D. Sharma, Early Chauhan Dynasties, Delhi, 1959, pp. 311-316. 
D.C. Ganguly, History of Paramara Dynasty, Dacca, 1933, p. 239. 
Pushpa Niyogi, Contributions to the Economic History of Northern India, Calcutta, 
1962, pp. 120-21. 
which the whole of Gujarat coast was studded, their number would be far 
greater. References of numerous towns in Sind and Western India are 
found in the Arab travelers account. The itinerancy of Alberuni and the 
narratives of Sultan Mahmud's expedition into India refer to the 
flourishment of towns and town life. Turning to eastern India all the nine 
victory camps of the Palas and the four capitals of the Senas in northern 
and eastern Bengal may be recognized as towns. 
The existence of some fairly large towns in western India is 
revealed from the records. Some of them were thickly populated and 
furnished a good volume of internal trade between them and the 
villages.^ "* The records of northern India particularly of Rajasthan and 
Malwa cite significant evidences of internal trade and the presence of 
craftsmen working in bronze, cloth, distillery and weaving. 
The vaniks (traders) and merchants of Gujarat dealing in a variety 
of commodities at various centres have been significantly referred 
herein. A survey of some centres of trade and commercial activities 
under the Gahadawalas, Chandellas and Kalachuris reveals the existence 
^^  Ibid, pp. 119-21. 
^^  Ibid, p. 121. 
*^ Ibid, pp. 118-19. 
^^  R.S. Sharma, Indian Feudalism, pp. 199-200. 
^^  Ibid, 200-01. 
of urbanism.^ ^ The revival of foreign commerce of India on its west coast 
from 10*-13"^ centuries is attested by considerable evidences.^^ The 
increasing cultivation of commercial crops led to the resurrection of 
commerce in north and east Bengal, central and western India during the 
11* and 12* centuries.^^ Sharma also notices the signs of the revival of 
coins in the regions of U.P., central India, MaKva, Gujarat and Rajasthan, 
which he had tried to link with the increasing trade and commerce. 
The hypothesis of urban decline has been questioned by B.D. 
Chattopadhyaya on various grounds. He has argued that early medieval 
period saw the decline of certain urban centres but there were others that 
continued to flourish, as well as some new ones emerged. He marshals 
epigraphic evidence from the Indo-Gangetic divide, the upper Ganga 
basin; and the Malwa plateau, with a special focus on the sites of 
Prithudaka (modem Pehoa in Kamal district, Haryana), Tattanandapura, 
(Ahar near Bulandshahr, U.P.), Siyadoni (near Lalitpur in Jhansi district, 
MP) and Gopagiri (Gwalior). While Prithudaka may have been a semi 
" Ibid. 
^^  Ibid, 201-02. 
^^Ibid. 
°^ Ibid, p. 208. 
urban marketing centre, the other three clearly had an urban status in the 
9"^-10*''centuries.^' 
Chattopadhyaya, while examining the nature of exchange centres 
attempts to analyse the commerce on the basis of the evidences derived 
mostly from the epigraphs of Rajasthan. He highlights the role of 
individual merchants of high standing and immense wealth in long 
distance trade of high value goods during the tenth, eleventh and twelfth 
centuries.^^ According to him the first stage which led to the 
crystallization of early medieval pattern of commerce in Rajasthan, may 
correspond to pre Pratihara and Pratihara periods. The proliferation of 
local centres of exchange situated within the domains of emergent Rajput 
lineages in spatial contexts of agrarian settlements has been a significant 
feature of the regional economy of Rajasthan from tenth century AD 
onwards. The resurgence of such merchant lineages and the emergence 
of hitherto unfamiliar lineages led to the establishment of wide 
intraregional and interregional networks dating roughly from the eleventh 
^^  B.D. Chattopadhyaya, "Trade and Urban centres in Early Medieval North India" in 
the Making of Early Medieval India, Delhi, 1994, pp. 130-54. 
'' Ibid. 
^^  B.D. Chattopadhyaya, "Markets and Merchants in Early Medieval Rajasthan", in 
the Making of Early Medieval India, pp. 89-119. 
and twelfth centuries.^ '* He has cited varying archaeological evidences for 
the survival of old urban centres or the emergence of new ones. It is not 
always true to assume the rise of a kingdom or empire as a contributory to 
trade and urbanism as despite political vicissitudes a number of 
traditional urban centres survived. In context of south Indian urban 
centres, in most cases trade was a secondary factor and religious activity 
'in 
was a dominant and persistent, though not necessarily the sole factor as 
there the 'ceremonial' or 'ritual' centres represented the important foci of 
many urban settlements. Early medieval urban centres were far more 
deeply rooted in regional contexts owing to the strong forces of 
decentralization and emergence of regional Rajput and non Rajput 
states.^ ^ 
He disagrees with the concurrent views of V.K. Thakur regarding the 
early medieval urban centres of different regions, which according to him 
clearly bring out to the fore their non commercial nature and betray 
distinct non commercial ethos. According to Chattopadhyaya the urban 
process was exactly the opposite of what V.K. Thakur considers it and the 
^'^Ibid. 
^^  Ibid, p. 151. 
^^  Ibid, pp. 153-54. 
^ B.D. Chattopadhyaya, "Urban centres in early Medieval India: An Overview", in the 
Making of Early Medieval India, p. 168. 
^^  Ibid. 
10 
resource basis of the urban centres and of temples located therein were 
created by the activities and convergence of merchant groups and 
artisans, though, commenting on the hypothesis of de-urbanisation V.K. 
Thakur like Chattopadhyaya has expressed that it is certainly not of 
universal applicability in early medieval India. Though, the self sufficient 
economic units are the hall-mark of a feudal society but at the same time 
this development should not be equated with a complete abandonment of 
urban tradition.^^ He attributes the credit of the political authority held by 
the Palas in Bengal for the urban centres located therein.'^ ^In his view 
religious centres also continued to thrive as urban centres. He did not 
recognize to the four urban centres namely Prithudaka etc. as traced out 
by the as developed urban centres on the basis of his own explanation of 
epigraphic data. Instead, he recognizes the role of the temples in the 
economy by arguing them as economically viable."*^  To him temples not 
only regulated all kinds of exchanges but also managed the presence of so 
39 
V.K. Thakur, Historiography of Indiar) Feudalism: Towards a Model of Early Indian 
Economy c. A.D. 600-1200, New Delhi, 1989, pp. 46-47. 
'° ibid, p. 54. 
'•^  ibid, p. 66. 
' ' ibid, p. 70. 
11 
many guilds. He argues that generally the activities centring round these 
temples suggest the commercial ethos of urban settlements. 
M.R. Tarafdar on the basis of his study of different geographical 
and cultural regions of early medieval Bengal has traced out an elaborate 
currency system, prosperous urban centres and developed commercial 
links in south east Bengal.'^ '* His arguments faced relevant critiques by 
V.K. Thakur, who convincingly argues that for his thesis of the 
continuation of money economy in south east Bengal till the 11' century, 
there is hardly much evidence of a currency system in the region right 
from the 9* century AD. He refers to 350 coins in all belonging to Gupta 
and post Gupta times, which have been discovered from the different 
levels of excavations in Mainamati Lalmai hills.'*^ The trading contacts 
with areas like southern China, Pegu, Burma and South-East Asia were 
also too marginal to affect the economy of that region.'*^ 
The above survey of the varying views propounded by scholars on 
the basis of their analysis of the archaeological data including the 
epigraphs and numismatics from varying regions may lead to the 
''^  Ibid, p. 73. 
** M.R. Tarafdar, "Trade and Society in Early Medieval Bengal", The Indian Historical 
Review, vol, IV, No. 2, pp. 274-84, hereafter IHR. 
*^  M.R. Tarafdar, op. cit., p. 275, for details of the critique of Tarafdar's argument see 
V.K. Thakur, Historiography of Indian Feudalism, p. 41-55. 
Ibid, p. 43. 
12 
46 
conclusion that no serious characterization of feudahsm can posit a total 
disappearance of urban centres, though there are elements of regional 
variations in economic patterns. The early medieval urbanisation, 
generally termed as the 'third urbanisation' as having its genesis in feudal 
setup seeks to underline the crucial nature of change in the urban 
tradition, as distinct from the early historic pattern. 
13 

CLASSIFICATION OF TOWNS 
The emergence of new towns as well as the continuation of the 
existing ones has been remarked as a intermittent outcome of the 
apparently transforming political situations coming out in the form of 
various status, chiefly governed by the different Rajput clannish 
monarchies and the sub-ordinate feudal chiefs; variously entitled as 
samantas, mahasamantas, ranakas, rawats, rajputras etc. It seems an 
outstanding phenomenon, which culminated into a form of urbanisation 
during the feudal age, conspicuously known for the ruralisation of 
economy fairly marked with an increase in the number of land-grants and 
expansion of agricultural units in the form of villages. 
A detailed study of urban centres in the above set up is being 
presented in a systematic manner in the light of literary and epigraphic 
evidences. The administrative and economic set up of them is being dealt 
with in the subsequent chapters of the same work. 
ABU: 
Abu is situated in the south of Sirohi district of Rajasthan.' From 
the early medieval period this place began lo be called as delwara {deval-
Rajasthan District Gazetteers-Sirohi, Jaipur, 1967, p. 07. 
vada: deul-vara, "province or city of temples"), because there were 
several Jaina and Brahmanical temples. Abu has been regarded as the 
cradle of the Paramaras, and it is not unlikely that Abu family represented 
the main family.^  The Paramaras of Abu generally recognized the 
suzerainty of the Chalukyas of Gujarat."* Both Saivism and Jainism 
flourished side by side at Abu. Jainism existed at Abu much earlier than 
1031 AD. It is assumed that Uddyotanasuri, creator of the 
Vadagachachha visited Abu in 937 AD." 
Abu is mainly famous for the two celebrated Jaina temples namely 
Vimalvasahi and Lunavasahi. The fonner, dedicated to Adinath was built 
by a minister named Vimala in 1032 AD.^ Vimala was appointed as a 
dandapati of Arbuda mandala by the Chalul<y'a king Bhima I after 
ousting the Paramara ruler Dhandhuka (c. A.D. 1010-40)'' who took 
^ Cf. A.K. Majumdar, Chaulukyas of Gujarat, Bombay, 1956, p. 384. 
^ Abu is admitted by all the Paramaras as the original habitat of family (P. Bhatia, 
The Paramaras, c.800-1305 A.D., New Delhi, 1970, p. 163). 
For detail see P. Bhatia, op. cit., pp. 165-81, A.K. Majumdar, op. cit., pp. 30-55. 
K.C. Jain, Jainism in Rajasthan, Solapur, 1963, pp. 1-2. 
^ Epigraphia Indica, IX, pp. 148-49, hereafter El. 
Dhandhuka was forth in the line of Aranyaraja who was the son of Paramara 
Utapalaraja. He was appointed as governor of Abu (R.C. Majumdar, The Struggle 
for Empire, Bombay, 1957, p. 72). 
15 
refuse with king Bhoja, the lord of Dhara.^ Vimalvasahi inscription of 
Abu enumerates that Vimala by his good offices became successful to 
restore cordial relations between Dhandhuka and Bhima and called him 
back to rule.^ Dhandhuka was succeeded by Pumapala who is known to 
have been ruling at Abu in 1042 A.D. as an independent chief of the 
Abu.'^ However, an inscription dated 1062 A.D. at Abu shows that the 
area again passed under Bhima I and at one time or other it remained a 
part of Chalukya kingdom till the end of the 13* century, though the 
Paramaras were allowed to rule there as vassals. The Lunavashi temple 
dedicated to Neminath was built by Tejpala in 1230 A.D. for the religious 
merit of his wife Anupamadevi and his son Lavanyasimha when the 
Paramara ruler Somasmha was ruling over Abu. 
Vimalvasahi inscription of Abu informs that Dhandhuka was not agree to serve 
Bhima, left the Chalukya court and went away to Chitrakuta which was then 
included with the territory of Paramara Bhoja (El, IK, p. 148). 
^ El, IK p. 148. 
^° For details see Vasantgarh inscription of Pumapala dated V,S, 1099 /A.D. 1042 
(Ibid, pp. 10-15). 
" Cf A.K. Majumdar, op. cit., p. 50. 
12 
Tejapala also made arrangements for bathing, worshiping, supervising etc. in this 
temple and for this purpose the trustees were appointed {El, VIII, p.204). 
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AHAR: 
Ahar is situated about three kms east of Udaipur city in 
Rajasthan.'^  In inscriptions and Jaina literature it is also known as 
14 
Aghatapura and Atapura. 
In the 10* century A.D., it became the capital of Guhila kings. 
Bhartribhata II was ruling at this place in 943 A.D.'^  His successor Allata 
was the powerful ruler of this dynasty. ^ He was an able administrator, as 
is clear from the inscription that he introduced an elaborate system of 
administrative machinery. During the reign of Allata this town became a 
great centre of trade and was frequently visited by the merchants of the 
1V 
other parts of the country. The people of different classes such as 
oilman, gamblers, sweet makers, fruit sellers and garland makers lived 
here. Atapura inscription of Saktikumar dated V.S. 1034 (A.D. 977) 
informs that Saktikumar was the nephew of Allata.^ *^  During his reign 
^^  Rajasthan District Gazetteers-Udaipur, Jaipur, 1979, p. 607. 
'^* Indian Antiquary, Bombay, XXXIX, p. 187, hereafter lA. 
^^ Annual Report of Rajputana Museum, Ajmer, 1913-14, No. I, p. 2, hereafter 
ARRMA. 
^^ lA, XXXIX, pp. 187-89. 
'' Ibid. 
^^  Ibid, LVIIl, p. 61. 
'' Ibid. 
^° Ibid, XXXIX, p. 189. 
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while Ahar was the abode of glory, a person came here from Vasantgarh 
and erected a temple of Nanigaswami in 977 AD. Kadmal plates of 
Guhila Vijayasimha dated V.S. 1140 refers that when Ahar was destroyed 
by the enemy in early times, Vairisimha erected a fresh rampart having 
four gates in all the four cardinal directions round Agatha in the 12' 
century AD. ^^  Guhila ruler Samantasimha, who ruled in 1197 A.D. lost 
Aghata to the Chalukya ruler Bhima II of Gujarat. 
Ahar was a great center of Vaisnavism as in the Bijaulia rock 
inscription dated 1169 A.D. it is mentioned as Gangodbhed tirth. When 
the Guhila ruler made it their capital, they also encouraged religious 
activities. During the reign of Bhartribhatta II, the temple of Adivarah 
was built. The temple of Bhailswami was also well known in the twelfth 
century AD." 
AHICHCHHATRA: 
Ahichchhatra is situated in Bareilly district of Uttar Pradesh. This 
town was the capital of north Panchal. Panchal was one of the Sixteen 
Mahajanpadas in the time of Buddha. In the seventh century A.D. it was 
^^  Ibid, p. 187. 
" El, XXX), p. 242; lA, XXIV, pp. 311, 325. 
^^ARRMA, 1931, p. 4. 
^^/;/?/?MA1913-14, No. I, p. 2. 
^^  K.C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns ofRajasthan, Delhi, 1972, p. 223. 
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visited by Hiuen Tsang. He informs us that the capital was 17 or 18 // in 
circuit, while country was more than 3000 // in circuit. There were more 
than 10 Buddhist monasteries and nine Deva temples wherein there were 
1000 monks and 300 worshippers of hwaradeva (Shiva) in each 
respectively, who smeared their bodies with ashes. 
The site revealed nine strata ranging from about c. 300 B.C. to 
c.l 100 AD. Traces of poor buildings dating from c. A.D. 750 - 850 and 
850 - 1100 A.D. with coins of Adivarah and Vigraha suggest the last 
phase of occupation."'' Two large terraced temples were recovered in the 
fortified area originating from the Gupta times and continuing till the end 
of the city in the twelfth century A.D, when the capital was transferred to 
Vodamayata (modem Badaun). 
AIMER: 
Ajmer, situated in Rajasthan was known through various names 
such as Ajaymeru, Ajayadurga, Ajayagadha and Ajaypura.^^ It was 
founded at the foot of the hill on which stands the renowned fort, now 
called Taragarh. In early times, this fort was called Ajayadurga because 
^^  A. Cunningham, Ancient Geography of India, 1963, Varanasi, p 304. 
B.N. Puri, Cities of Ancient India, p. 2. 
For Vodamayata see Badaun stone inscription of Lakhanapala {El, \, p. 61). 
29 
Rajasthan District Gazetteers - Ajmer, Jaipur, 1966, pp. 1-2. 
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it was built by Ajayaraja. The supreme strategical position and the 
impregnable nature of the hill compelled Ajayraja to shift his capital from 
Sambhar to Ajmer before 1113 AD.^' The Prabhavakacharita gives 
information about the town planning of Ajmer. It tells us that Ajmer was 
surrounded by a belt of thorn trees and bushes. From Prithavirajavijaya 
we learn that it was full of temples, multi-storeyed houses, step wells, 
tanks and/?ra/?a5. 
During the reign of Chauhans Ajmer became a prominent city of 
northern India. Its played a role of political centre. The Chauhan rulers of 
Ajmer were highly devoted to Saivism. Ajayaraja was a Saiva, so also 
was his son Amoraja who built a temple named after his father on the 
lake Anasagara." Being a Saiva Somesvara assumed the title of Pratapa 
Lankeshvara. He erected five temples, of which one was dedicated to 
^° It is believed that Ajmer was founded by Ajaypala Chauhan in 7^ ^ century A.D. 
(Rajasthan District Gazetteers - Ajmer, p. 702) but D. Sharma argues that this city 
was founded by Ajayraja some times before V.S. 1170. During his reign this town 
emerged as an important seat of government (D. Sharma, Early Chauhan 
dyrjasties, pp. 40-41). 
^^  D. Sharma, Early Chauhan dynasties, p. 40. 
Prabhachandra, Prabhavakacharita (ed.), Jinavijay Muni, SJS, Ahmedabad, 1940, 
p.197. 
Jayanaka, Prthvirajvijay, ed. G.H. Ojha and C.S. Guleri Ajmer, 1941, p. 129, 
hereafter PV. 
32 
33 
34 PV, p. 155 
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Tripurasha and another to Vaidyanath. Ajayaraja permitted the Jainas to 
built temples in newly founded city of Ajmer, and presented a golden 
Kalasa to the temple of Parsvanath.^^ Vigraharaja IV built viharas, 
participated in their religious ceremonies and on the representation of one 
of their religious teachers Dharmaghoshasuri, prohibited the slaughter of 
animals on the ekadashi day. 
JLJAYGARH: 
The fort and town of Jayapur (modem) Ajaygarh in Panna district 
of Madhya Pradesh^^ played an important role in the history of 
Chandellas. It has yielded a number of inscriptions of the time of the 
Chandellas.^^ The ancient name of Ajaygarh was Jayapuradurga, 
evidently named after Jayashakti, one of the early rulers of the Chandella 
dynasty.'*^ It served as their capital and it seems whenever Kalanjara was 
occupied by Muslims the Chandellas took refuge at Ajaygarh, from 
where they pursued their fight against the invaders to recapture their 
^^  Ibid, p. 203. 
^^  Jinavijay Muni,(ecl.), Kharataragachchha Brihadgurvavali, Bombay, 1956, p.l6, 
hereafter KB. 
^^ Gaikwad Oriental Series, Baroda, LXXVI, p.370, hereafter GOS. 
Archaeological survey of India reports by A. Cunningham, XXI, hereafter/\5C; El, I, 
pp. 325-35. 
^^ El, I, p. 325-335, XXX, pp. 87-89. 
"^ Journal of Bombay Branch of Royal Asiatic Society, XXIII, p. 47, hereafter jee/?yAS. 
capital.'^ ' It is quiet probable to assume tiiat the Chandellas occupied this 
fort before the occupation of Kalanjara. The importance of Ajaygarh fort 
is clearly evident from the later history of the Chandellas. The strong 
defence of Ajaygarh played a significant role to recapture the Kalanjara 
fort from invaders. The inscriptions from Ajaygarh refer to queens, 
administrators and officials of the Chandellas period.'*^ It shows that the 
town of Ajaygarh was an important seat of civil administration under the 
Chandellas. Being civil capital it also served as a centre of trade and 
commerce, which helped in the development of the process of 
urbanisation of this town. 
RNRHILRPRTRKA: 
The capital of Gujarat was Anahilapataka, modem Pattan or Patan, 
situated about 66 miles north of Ahmedabad. Muslim writers refer to this 
town as Neharwala. This town was the capital under the Chalukyas. It 
was also a great centre of trade and commerce. According to 
Kumarpalcharita there were eighty four marts in the city. The same 
account further describes the city's glories in the twelfth century AD. The 
^^  f/, XXX, p. 87. 
^^  Ibid, f, p. 325, XXX, p. 37. 
43 Cf. S.K. Sullerey, 'Cities and City Life during the Reign of The Chandellas', 
Proceeding of India History Congress, Dharwad, 1988, p. 147, here after PIHC. 
J. Burgess, The Architectural Antiquities of Northern Gujarat, Varanasi, 1975, pp. 
34-5. 
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city is referred as was twelve cos in circuit, within which are many 
temples and colleges; eighty four chauks or squares; eighty four bazar or 
market places with mints, ftir gold and silver coinages. Each class living 
in the city had its separate mahalla or quarters, and each one of 
merchandise, i.e., hathidant or elephant's tusks, silks, purples, diamonds, 
pearls etc. had its separate chauk. There was one bazaar for sarrafs or 
money changers, one for perfumers and unguents; one for physicians; one 
for artisans; one for goldsmiths; one for silversmiths; there were distinct 
mahallas for navigators, for bards and genealogists. The eighteen varnas 
or castes inhabited in the town. The palace groaned with a multitude of 
separate buildings for armoury, elephants, horses and chariots, public 
accountants and officers of state. Each kind of goods had its separate 
mandavi or mart, where the duties on export, import and sale were 
collected. ^ James Surges, while quoting the statement of James Tod and 
governing the evidences of Kumarapalacharit regards it a place of 
universal commerce. ^ There are many Jaina temples and on the bank of 
a lake is a shrine to Sahasralinga Mahadeva. It was also foil of the groves 
'' Ibid, 
^^ibid. 
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of champaka, pauaj, tal (palmyra), jambu (rose apple), sandal trees etc. 
47 
with variegated creepers and fountains. 
ARTHUNA: 
Arthuna, now a small village is situated thirty nine kms west of 
Banswara in Rajasthan.'*^ It was also known as Uthhunaka. In the 
eleventh and twelfth centuries, it was the capital of Paramara chiefs who 
were the vassals of the Paramara ruler of Dhara. 
In the ninth century A.D. Dhambharsimha, the younger son of 
Upendra and younger brother of Vairisimha, the king of Dhara founded a 
kingdom named Vagada (modem Banswara and Dungarpur states), the 
capital of which was Arthuna. His successor was Dhanika, who built the 
temple of Dhanesvara near the temple of Mahakal at Ujjain.^ Satyaraja, 
who was ruling at Arthuna assisted Bhoja Paramara of Malwa in his war 
against the Chalukyas.^' Mandalika( 1059 A.D.),who is called 
Mandaldeva in the Arthuna inscription was a feudatory of Bhoja and 
Jayasimhadeva of Malwa. He caught the powerful commander-in-chief 
'' Ibid. 
Rajasthan District Gazetteers- Banswara, Jaipur, 1974, p. 422. 
^^  El, XXI, p. 51. 
^°ARRMA, 1914-15, NO.l, p.2, see also El, XXI, p. 47, vv. 26-27. 
" El, XXI, p.43. 
^^  Ibid, p. 52. 
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named Kanha with his horses and elephants and presented to his master 
Jayasimha.^^ Chamundaraja, the successor of Mandaladeva built a temple 
of Siva called Mandalesa at Arthuna in honour of his father in 1079AD. 
It shows that the Paramara rulers of Arthuna were followers of Saivism.^ ^ 
An Inscription dated 1079 A.D. enumerates that an officer of 
Chamundaraja had three sons namely Asadeva, Bhavyasarja, and 
Anantpal. The latter founded a temple of Shiva.^ ^ 
During the reign of the Paramaras both Saivism and Jainism 
acquired prosperity. This place is remarkable as it possesses the old 
remains of about a dozen Hindu and Jaina temples of the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries; some of which still show fine carvings. From these 
remains it appears to be an extensive town in past. Arthuna inscription of 
Vijayaraja dated 1109 A.D. refers to the establishment of a Jaina temple 
and consecration of an image of Vrishabhanatha by a Jaina named 
Bhusana in the town of Arthuna.^^ 
" ARRMA, 1915, p. 2, El, XXI, p. 52, v. 2. 
'' Ibid. 
^^  El, XXI, p. 42-43. 
^^/^/?/?MA1915, No. 1, p. 2. 
" El, XXI, pp. 52-55. 
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AVANTIPUR: 
The town of Avantipur was founded by king Avantivarman (855 -
83 A.D.) of Kashmir.^ *^  It is situated at the site called Vivakasara on the 
right bank of Vitasta, twenty seven kms from Srinagar on the Srinagar-
Jammu highway.^^ 
Avantivarman built here the shrine of Vishnu Avantisvamin before 
his accession to the throne and after obtaining the sovereignty, he 
constructed the temple of Shiva Avantesvara.^ *^ Owing to its central and 
strategical location in the valley, the town has been of considerable 
importance since the date of its foundation. The glorification of the town 
is also abundant in Samayamatrika of Kshemendra and in the Chronicles 
of Kalhana.^' The large numbers of ruins extending up to the hills of the 
east of the present Avantipur town indicate that in former times it used to 
cover a large area.^ ^ 
58 
P.N.K. Bamzai, Cultural and Political History of Kashmir, New Delhi, 1994, p.l34. 
'' ibid. 
^ P.N.K. ^ ^rc\i^\, A History of Kashmir, Delhi, 1962, p.l71. 
" Ibid. 
62 
Cf. P.N.K. Bamzai, Cultural ar]d Political History of Kashmir, p. 134. 
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BAGHERA: 
The town of Baghera is situated about sixty seven miles south-east 
of Ajmer.''^  This town was probably founded during the Pratihara period. 
Mihir Bhoja, the Gurjara-Pratihara ruler of Kanauj, (843-881 A.D.) ruled 
over this place, as is clear from the coins found at this place with a 
representation of the Varah Avatara on the obverse, and the Sri Madadi 
Varaha, the hiruda of Mihir Bhoja on the reverse. ^'^ In the reign of 
Chauhans it seems to be a notable town because here Vigraharaja is 
represented to be in the fourth canto of the Lalita-Vigraharaja-nataka. 
In the Bijolia inscription of Somesvara dated 1169 A.D., it is referred as 
Vyaghreraka.^^ 
Baghera remained as a stronghold of Vaishnavism. There was an 
ancient temple of Varaha Avatara. Several sculptures have been 
discovered at this place, a noteworthy piece of which is an image of 
Lakshmi Narayan on Garuda, which is really superb art - specimen of the 
twelfth century AD. Of the other interesting sculptures from Baghera, 
special mention should be made here of the twelfth century images of 
" Rajasthan District Gazetteers- Ajmer, p.728. 
^^ASC,y\,p.l37. 
^^ lA, XX, p.202. 
^^ El, XXVI, p. 84. 
Cf. K.C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns of Rajasttian, p. 326. 
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Kubera, a fourteen handed Vishnu, with an attendant, mother and child, 
Harihar and Baladeva. 
Baghera also remained as a great centre of Jainism. The Bijolia 
rock inscription informs us that Vaisravana, the ancestor of Lolaka built 
many temples at Baghera and other places.^^ This town was a seat of the 
Bhattarakas of the Mula-Samgha in the twelfth century AD. They placed 
several Jaina images in the temples of this town. The image of goddesses 
Ambika, Padmavati, Brahmani and Sarsvati are noteworthy from the 
artistic point of view. Actually these images are the beautiful specimens 
71 
of early medieval sculptures. 
BANAGARH: 
Banagarh was situated in Dinajpur district of Bengal. The five 
structural phases recovered from archaeological excavation were 
identified from the Maurya to the early medieval period. Period third 
covering Kusana and Gupta times yielded various impressed decorative 
designs. When the Palas had appeared on scene, the rampart wall was 
raised higher, indicating distinct structural improvements as well as the 
•^ I^bid. 
^^  f/, XXIV, p. 106. 
™ lA, XXI, p .61 . 
^^  K.C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns ofRajasthan, p. 326. 
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increasing importance of the site. The most prosperous phase of the site 
was the Pala period, after which the gradual decline of the town become 
apparent. 
BARODA: 
This town was the capital of Vagada, situated at a distance of forty-
one kms from Dungarpur in Rajasthan. The early name of this town, as 
known from the epigraphs was VatapadarakaJ^ This town was under the 
possession of the Paramaras of Malwa. An inscription dated 1026 A.D., 
enumerates that Bhoj Paramara informs all royal officers coming to 
Vatapadraka, and the Brahmanas, and other inhabitants at the armiversary 
of the conquest of Konkana, having bathed and worshipped Siva, granted 
one hundred nivartans of land to the Brahmana Bhaila, son of Vamana of 
Vasishtha gotra. 
This town was ruled over by the Paramara in the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries. During the time Baroda became a flourishing town 
and was made the capital of Vagada in place of Arthuna under the rule of 
Guhilas. When the Chauhan king of Jalor named Kirtipala and the 
Y.D. Sharma, 'Remains of Early Historical Cities', Archaeological Remains, 
Monuments and Museums, pt. I, New Delhi, 1S64, p. 79. 
" Rajasthan District Gazetteers- Dungarpur, Jaipur, 1974, p. 362. 
"^^  El, XI, p. 181. 
'' Ibid. 
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Chalukyas of Gujarat compelled Samantasimha to leave Chitor, the 
latter fled to the territory called Vagada and established his new kingdom 
with his capital at Baroda. He ruled over this new kingdom for about six 
77 
years. 
Baroda was a stronghold of Saivism. The temple of Siva is very 
famous located at this place belonging to the eleventh century. Bhoja 
Paramara, the ruler of Malwa came here with his officers, bathed and 
no 
worshiped Siva temple at the anniversary of Konkan's conquest. 
Besides Saivism, Jainism was also a flourishing religion at Baroda. 
BHINMAL: 
Bhinmal is situated about one hundred sixty nine kms south-west 
7Q 
of Jodhpur in Rajasthan. Hiuen Tsang, who visited this town in about 
641 A.D. refers to the capital of the Gurjara Kingdom as Pi -lo - mo- lo. 
According to him Brahmanism was the dominant religion of this town. 
D. Sharma, Ead\/ Chauhan Dynasties, p. 143-45. 
^^  G.H. Ojha, Dungarpur Rajya ka Itihas, Ajmer, 1928, p. 35. 
'^ El, XI, p. 181. 
'^ El, XXVI, p. 101. 
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The King of this place was a Kshatriya, who was just twenty years old. 
There was only one Buddhist monastery with 100 brothers 80 
When Paramara Munja became the ruler of Malwa, (sometime 
between 927 and 974 A.D.) and defeated Baliraja of Nadol, Bhinmal was 
under the Chauhans. He seized and entrusted it to his nephew Dusala, 
who became the founder of the Bhinmal branch of the Paramara 
dynasty.^ ' This town is also mentioned in Bijolia rock inscription of 
Somesvara. '' 
The temple of Bhinmal known as Jagatsvami one of the most 
famous temples of Rajasthan, seems to have been built during the reign 
of the Gurjara-Pratiharas, who were highly devoted to Sun-worship. 
BIJOLIA: 
This small fortified town is situated in a table land valley in the 
midst of Uparmala hill-range of the great Aravali mountain system in 
80 
T. Watters, On Yuan Chwang's Travels in India (A.D. 629-45), ed., T.W. Rhyms 
81 
Davids and S.W. Bushel), London, 1904-05, vol. I, p. 249. 
D.C. Ganguly, History of the Paramara Dynasty, p. 52. 
^^  f/, XXVI, p. 101, V. 30. 
S3 
Progress Report of Archaeological Survey, Western Circle, 1907-08, p. 37, 
hereafter, PRAS, WC. 
'' Ibid. 
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Rajasthan. Bijolia lies about eighty kms to the north-east of Chitor and 
Of. 
its ancient name was Vindhyavalli. During the reign of the Chauhans 
this town assumed the form of great religious centre of both the Saivas 
and Jainas. 
Even before the manifestation of Parshvanath in the twelfth 
century,^ ^ this town was considered to be a great centre of Saivism. 
During the reign of Chauhans many Saiva temples were constructed at 
this place. The temple of Hajaresvara Mahadeva of Sahasraiinga was very 
famous during the reign of the Chauhans. In the twelfth century A.D. it 
was famous by the name of Svamajalesvara. 
The temple of Mahakala and the tank called Mandakinikunda were 
also very famous and the people coming Irom different places visited 
them. A festival was held in connection with God Mahakala and on this 
occasion the pilgrims bathed in Mandakinikunda.^^ 
^^  Cf. El, XXVI, p. 84. 
^^  Ibid, p. 101. 
^^  Ibid, p. 102. 
^^  Ibid, p. 100-101. 
'' Ibid 
^°lbid. 
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This town became a religious centre of the Jainas after the 
manifestation of an image of Parsvanath in the twelfth century A.D.^' In 
accordance with the instructions of his preceptor Jinachandrasuri, Lolaka, 
a Porvala Mahajana, constructed the temple of Parsvanath and surrounded 
it with seven smaller temples. As a religious centre Bijolia was visited 
by Jaina saints from time to time. It was the seat of the Jaina Acharya of 
the Mathura Samgha. The author of the Bijolia inscription was 
Gunabhadra, a Mahamuni, who belonged to the Mathura Samgha. 
BIKAMPUR: 
The town of BikamDur was situated at a distance hundred fiftv five 
kms far away from Jaisalmer of Rajasthan. The old name of the town was 
Vikrampura. An inscription, dated 1179A.D. informs that Rana Katia, a 
Paramara feudatory of Prithviraja Chauhan ruled over this town. At this 
time it was headquarter of mandala (province) including the territory of 
Palavardhika^^ as well as a stronghold of Jainism. Kharatara gachchha of 
Svetambara Jainas was very popular at this town. Jinadattasuri, who was 
'' Ibid. 
'^ Ibid. 
'' Ibid, 
' ' ibid. 
^ K.C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns of Rajasthan, p. 312. 
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a contemporary of the Chauhan ruler Amoraja (1133-1151 A.D.), erected 
a temple of Mahavira at this town 96 
BROACH: 
Broach or Bhrgukachha has been famous since the first century as 
an international port-town of western India. The Periplus records that it 
had regular trade contacts with Arabia, Egypt and the east coast of Africa 
and that its hinterland extended up to Kashmir and Kabul, from where the 
goods were brought for export. 
The port continued to maintain its glory till the seventh century. 
Hiuen Tsang informs that the prosperity of the town was due to its 
maritime trade.^ ^ It is evident that the Arabs in the course of their 
expansion towards India attacked Broach twice in the seventh and eight 
centuries. The richness of Broach during the next two centuries seems to 
have declined mainly because of the rise of an alternative port of 
Cambay, which being inside the gulf was comparatively safer from 
^^  /^e,p.5S. 
^^  W. R. Schoff, tr. & (ed.), The Periplus of The Erythraean Sea, London, 1912, rep.. 
New Delhi, 1974, nos. 14, 21, 27, 32, 36. 
98 
S. Beal, tr., Si-yu-ki, Buddhist Records of the Western World, 2 vols., London, 1906, 
rep.. New Delhi, 1983, II, p. 259. 
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foreign attacks. At the rise of the Chalukyas the maritime trade activities 
had been revived at this place. 
Al Idrisi informs that it was a port for those who arrived either 
from China or from Sindh.'^° According to him Baruj was a "magnificent 
and beautiful town with fine buildings" and that its inhabitant having 
"high ambitions, copious resources, solid wealth, and recognised trade", 
and were always interested in going out to foreign countries.' Alberuni 
informs that Bihroj (Broach) along with Rihanjun (Rander) formed the 
capital of the country of Laradesa (Lata). 
CHANDRAVATI: 
Chandravati is situated near Abu on bank of the river Banas in 
Rajasthan. The old names of this town were Chaddavali, Chaddauli, 
Chaddaulli, Chandravai. It was an extensive town and the modem 
villages such as Dattani, Kiverli, Kharadi and Santapura were its wards. 
The Paramaras of Abu often ruled at this place as a feudatory of the 
QQ 
A.K. Majumdar, op. at, pp. 265-67. 
^°° H.M. Elliot and J. Dowson, History of India As Told By Its Own Historians, London, 
1866-77, vol. I, p. 87, hereafter, HIED. 
''' Ibid. 
10? 
E.C. Sachau, (ed.), Alberuni's India, 2 vols., London 1883, rep., New Delhi, 1983, 
vol. i, p. 205. 
103 
Rajasthan District Gazetteers- Sirohi, Jaipur, 1967, pp. 334-35. 
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Chalukyas of Gujarat. The first Paramara ruler of this area was known as 
Sindharaja,'^ '* who is referred to as the Maharaja of marumandala} ^ 
In lOlOA.D. Paramara Dhandhuka was ruling at this place. The 
Chalukya ruler Bhima I sent forces under his commander Vimala against 
Dhandhuka, who took refuge with Bhoja, the lord of Malwa.'^ ^ By the 
efforts of Vimala, who was made Governor of Chandravati Dandhuka 
1 C\'l 
was restored to power. In 1024 A.D. Chandravati was attacked and 
plundered by Mahmud Ghaznin, while he passed through Rajasthan to 
attack Anahilavada. This is somehow clear from the Apabhramsha poem 
Satyapuriya Sri Mahavira Utsaha of Dhanapala. Dandhuka was 
succeeded by his son Pumapal who declared himself as independent'^ ^ 
but Bhima I brought Mt. Abu again under his control in the later years of 
his reign. Since then, the country remained a part and parcel of Chalukya 
kingdom. ^ 
^°^ lA, LXI, pp. 135-36. 
105 , u : , Ibid. 
^°^ El, IX, p. 148. 
''' Ibid. 
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K.C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns of Rajasthan, pp. 342-43. 
^°^ El, IX, p. 148. 
Cf A.K. Majumdar, op. cit, p. 50. 
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Beside the capital of tlie Paramaras, Chandravati being a place of 
religious importance and Pilgrimage has been a centre of attraction and 
regular visit for the Jaina saints, scholars and laymen from time to time. 
Siddhasena suri who lived in the twelfth century, refers to this place in 
the sakala tirtha strotra. 
CAMBAY: 
This port town, also known as Stambhatirtha formed the Chief 
port of import and export. Its hinterland included not only Gujarat but 
also the whole of northern India. It is first noted by Sulaiman (A.D. 851), 
though A.S. Altekar points out the earliest reference to it perhaps in the 
Kavi grant of the Rastrakuta king Govinda III (Saka 749 / A.D. 827)."^ 
It has been recommended that the Gurjara-Pratiharas developed 
Cambay as a rival port to Broach at that time under the occupation of 
their enemy, the Rastrakutas.""^ The rise of Cambay was also the resuft of 
the Arab raids on Gujarat coast during the 7* and S"' centuries. Cambay 
was certainly safer in comparison to other ports from foreign attacks. The 
development of maritime activity in the post- tenth centuries soon added 
^^^GOS, LXXVI, p.156. 
"^ Cf. A.K. Majumdar, op. cit., p.265. 
lA, LIV, Supplement, 1925, p.47. 
114 
V.K. Jaina, Trade and Traders in Western India (AD. 1000-1300), Delhi, 1980, p. 
130; A.K. Majumdar, op. cit., p.265. 
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glory and prosperity to the town and port of Cambay. Al Idrisi accounts 
of Kambaya (Cambay) points out, "It is a beautiful town. Here boats set 
sail and unload. To it is brought all kinds of commodities and 
merchandise from everywhere and from there they are exported in every 
direction.""^ He also informs that Cambay was also "well known as a 
naval station" and had a "fine fortress erected by the government of India 
to prevent the inroads of the inhabitation of the Island of Kish". 
CHITOR: 
Chitor is situated about one hundred kms to the north-east of 
Udaipur city."^ In the ninth century this town was governed by the 
Guhila ruler as Vassals of the Gurjara-Pratiharas. After the decline of the 
Pratiharas, the Paramaras of Malwa defeated the Guhila ruler and 
occupied Chitor. Munja, who became ruler in about 972 A.D., captured 
the fort of Chitor and adjoining region of Mewar. Bhoja, the nephew of 
Munja erected a temple named Tribhuvananarayana at Chitor and 
frequently visited it."*^  
^^ ^ HIED, \, p. 84. 
''^ Ibid, I, pp. 84-85. 
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118 
Rajasthan District Gazetteers- Mttaurgarh, Jaipur, 1977, p. 398. 
K.C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns of Rajasthan, p. 226. 
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Chitor was included in the dominion of Malwa during 
Yasovarman's reign in 1133 AD. Chalukya ruler Jayasimha Siddharaja 
defeated Yasovarmana and annexed Chitor in 1136 AD. When 
Kumarapala visited Chitor in 1150 A.D. he made Sajjana the Governor of 
the Chitor.'^° Vigraharaja IV, '^' who became the ruler of Ajmer in 1151 
AD., captured Chitor from the Chalukya ruler and annexed a part of 
Mewar to his territory. 
The different ruling dynasties such as the Pratiharas, the 
Chalukyas, the Paramaras and Guhilas left several monuments of their 
times at Chitor, most of them were destroyed. But those ruins, which 
have been preserved, give us an idea of the political strength and cultural 
heritage of the concerned dynasties such as the Sun temple known as 
Kalika temple belonging to the Pratihara period, which is small but 
excellent in construction. 
The popularity of Vaisnavism at this place becomes is clear from 
the fact that the Chalukya Kumarapala built the temple of Varah at this 
place and granted to it the village Danauda containing wells and gardens 
^'^ El, I, p. 297. 
^^ ° Ibid, II, p. 421. 
^^ ^ Ibid, XXVI, p. 105. 
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K.C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns ofRajasthan, p. 228. 
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in 1150 AD.'^^ Jainism was also flourishing at this place. There was a 
prosperous colony of Digambara Jainas on the hills in the twelfth century 
A.D., when Chalukya ruler Kumarapala visited this place.'^ '* The great 
Jaina scholar Haribhadra Suri of the eight century author of 
Samaraichchakaha was the native of this place. Jayakirti wrote the 
Kumarapala- Chitor -prashasti in V.S. 1207. 
DELHI: 
According to bardic tradition Anagapala Tomar founded Delhi in 
A.D. 736. The exact date of settlement is lying in obscurity as it is not 
clear whether the stmctures were erected by Anagapala I (8^ *^  century) or 
Anagapala II (11* century) the builder of the citadel of Lalkot'^'' 
The Tomaras ultimately met their destruction at the hands of 
another Rajput clan, the Chahamanas. Delhi was captured from the 
Tomaras by the Chauhan king Vigraharaja IV in the middle of the twelfth 
century AD.'^ *^  Prithaviraja III, popularly known as Rai Pithora was one 
^^ ^ ARRMA, 1930-31, No. 6, p. 4. 
^^^ PRAS, WC, 1904, p. 45. 
^^ ^ El, II, pp. 421. 
^^ ^ H.C. Ray, The Dynastic History of Nortiiern India, Hevj Delhi, 1973, II, p. 1145. 
^^ ^ Upinder Singh, Ancient Deihi, New Delhi, 1999, p. 93. 
Bijolia inscription refers to Vigraharaja as the conqueror of Delhi (f/, XXVi, pp. 
100-03). 
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of Vigraharaja's nephew ruling over Delhi. The monumental evidence of 
the Chauhan rule over Delhi is to be found in the ruins of Qila Rai 
Pithora, the citadel built by Prithaviraja Chauhan, which lies to the north 
and east of Anagapala's Lai Kot.'^ ^ After the defeat of Prithviraja 
Chauhan, Qila Rai Pithora was occupied by the victorious Turks. The 
Sultans of Delhi'^ ^ continued to rule fi-om here till the early fourteenth 
century, when Alauddin Khalji built his capital at Siri. 
DHAR: 
Dhar is the headquarter town of the district of the same name in 
Madhya Pradesh. It is about fifty five kms from the nearest rail-head 
Mahow, a station on Indore-Khandwa section of the narrow gauge 
western Railway. Its distance from Indore is about sixty five Kms. 
This town had played an important role in the history of India in 
general and central India in particular from the 10* to 13* century AD. 
When it was the capital of the Paramaras, it saw its palmy days. Dhar is 
also referred by Alberuni (10* century) as a significant town. The famous 
Paramara king Vakpati Munja, who built splendid temple in the principal 
129 
Cf. Upinder Singh, Ancient Delhi, pp. 93-94. 
^'° The Delhi Museum inscription mentions to Delhi as the residence of Chauhans 
131 
until its conquest by Muslims {El, \, pp.93-94). 
Madhya Pradesh District Gazetteers- Dhar, Bhopal, 1984, p. 297. 
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cities of his realm excavated the lake called Munjasara and possibly a 
shrine on a hillock now called Kalika temple at Dhar during his reign. 
However the credit of raising Dhar, the capital of Malwa to a position of 
great eminence goes to Bhoja (1000-1055A.D.), the greatest monarch of 
the Paramara dynasty, famous in the Indian history and legend. 
Dharanagari, as described by Bhoja himself was also encircled by a 
city wall which was white -washed and had the four gateways with broad 
and heavy doors, described as crowded with people, eager to enter the 
city. The wall was surrounded by a moat, full of water and flowers. 
The city had a number of lakes, with their waters tinged with the pollen 
of the open Kamal, Kumuda, Kalhara and Indivara. It also had many 
enchanting abodes like the pleasure tanks and the Viravilasoddyaana and 
others. It had a mechanical fountain house (yantr-dhara-griha), which 
fascinated the minds of the citizens. The city of Dhara had a number of 
park and gardens. One could hear the melodies of music at night in all the 
comers.'^ "^ The leading inhabitants of town {nagarakas), who led an easy 
going and sophisticated life, basking in luxury are refen-ed to as 
132 P. Bhatia, op. cit., pp. 74-75. 
^^ ^ Bhoja, Sringarmanjarikatha (ed.), Miss K. Munsi, Bombay, 1958. pp. 2-7. 
''' Ibid. 
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belonging to the respectable classes by the author of 
Sringarmanjarikatha. 
Being a magnificent patron of learning Bhoja himself founded a 
college at Dhar which subsequently came to be known as Bhojshala, 
where students from far and near flocked to quench their intellectual 
thirst. Padmagupta the author of Navasahashankacharita described 
Dhar as superior to Alka and Lanka; well known old cities in legend and 
as a capital of Paramaras. The Kashmir poet Bilhana provides a poetic 
description of the city m his Vikramankadevacharita. 
GOSWiLMIKHANDA: 
The town of Goswamikhanda is situated in district Burdwan of 
Bengal. At Goswamikhanda the occupational pattern indicates distinct 
signs of Gupta and Post-Gupta habitation. The site revealed a massive 
structure of laterite blocks, showing different phases of repair. Initially 
the platform, measuring 8.40 metresx6.25 metres, was built on a hard bed 
of cemented laterite nodules. The last structural phase witnessed the 
addition of another layer of dark-grey latrite nodules exactly above the 
''' Ibid. 
^^ ^ P.K. Bhattacharyya, Historical Geogropiiy of Madhya Pradesh from Early Records, 
Delhi, 1977, p.l67. 
^ " R.C. Majumdar, The Struggle for Empire, pp. 66-67. 
''' Ibid. 
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earlier floor. The uppermost construction showed here and there iron 
dowels beneath the debris of laterite rubble mixed with fragments of 
Brahmanical images assignable to about the lO'^  century AD.'^^ 
GOPAGIRI: 
Gopagiri is identified with Gwalior in Madhya Pradesh. Two 
inscriptions dated A.D. 875 and 876'"*° refer that it was a fort town and 
administrative settlement under a chief of the boundaries 
{maryadadhurya), appointed by the Gurjara-Pratihara king. The 
inscription of A.D. 876 informs us to the presence at the fort town, of a 
kottapala, appointed by the Gurjara-Pratihara ruler and baladhikrita 
(commander of the army). The settlement seems to have covered both the 
hills and plains, as suggested by an incidental reference to the dwellers of 
the plateau of Gopagiri {gopagiritalopari). Gopagiri was a commercial 
centre as well, as sresthis and sarthavahas were counted among its 
residents and members of a local council.^ " '^ Alberuni also mentions 
Gawaliyar, (Gopagiri, Gwalior) as a famous fortress in his account. ^ '^ ^ 
^^ ^ Cf V.K. Thakur, 'Trade and Towns in Early Medieval Bengal', {c. A.D.600-1200), 
Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, vol. XXX, p. 211, 
hereafter JESHO. 
^*° El, I, pp. 154-62. 
^'^^ B.D. Chattopadhyaya, The Making of Early Medieval India, pp. 136- 37. 
^^^Alberuni's India, W, p. 316. 
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GHOTARSI: 
Ghotarsi is situated at about eleven kms from Pratapagarh in 
Rajasthan. This town was ruled by the local Chauhans as vassals of 
imperial Pratiharas. The three well known Chauhan rulers of Ghotarsi 
were Govindaraja, his successor Durlabharaja and Indraraja, son of 
Durlabharaja.''^ ^ 
This place is particularly famous for the Sun temple of 
Indrarajadityadeva and Vatayakshinidevi. The temple of 
Indrarajadityadeva was built by Indraraja Chauhan before 942 A.D. and 
was named after him. Mahendrapala II, the Pratihara ruler of Kanauj 
made a grant of the village named Kharpadraka to another temple of 
Vatayakshinidevi attached to the monastery of Harisheshvara in 946 AD. 
The trading community of this town made the permanent endowment of 
one palika of oil per mill, five bundles of foliage, hundred garlands of 
four strings, on the ninth day of the bright half of the month of chaitra 
together with two palas (unit of weight) of saffron and one pala of betel 
nuts in favour of Vataykshinidevi.''*'* The existence of the trading 
community here signifies that it was a thriving centre of trade and 
^'^^ARRMA, 1915-16, No.2, p. 2. 
144 Cf. K.C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns ofRojasthan, p. 413. 
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commerce. The fragmentary inscription'"^ ^ of the time of Durlabharaja 
records the building of the temple of Parshvanath, which also proves to 
the existence of Jainism as a popular religions faith amongst the ruling 
groups. 
HARSHANATHA: 
Harshanatha is situated about ninety seven kms north-west of 
Jaipur and eleven kms south of Sikar in Rajasthan.''*^ This town is mainly 
famous for the temple of God Harsh.''*'' Guvaka I, who is said to have 
attained pre - eminence in the court of Nagabhatta II had built this temple 
in the 10* century AD.'"*^  His successor Simharaja, the first Chauhan 
ruler of Sakambhari, who assumed the title of maharajadhiraja seems to 
have set up the gold shell of the spire of the temple.'"*^ He provided 
village endowments to Harshanatha temple and at the same time, he 
induced his brother, sons, officers and others to follow his path. ^^^ 
Besides him, the land endowments had also been made by various pious 
people at Madrapurika, Marupallika, Harsha, Kalavanapadra and 
^^"^^ARRMA, 1915-16, No.2, pp. 2-3. 
" ^ Rajasthan District Gazetteers- Sikar, Jaipur, 1978, p.420. 
^*' lA, XLII, p. 57. 
''' Ibid. 
^*^£/, j i , p. 116. 
^^°lbid. 
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Nimbadika to this deity of Harshanatha. The traders of Sakambhari 
assigned one vimsopaka per heap of salt and one dramma on per horse 
sold by them for the benefit of the temple of Harshanatha in 973 AD.'^' 
The temple of Harshanatha was put in-charge of Saiva saints of the 
Lakulisha Pasupata sect. One Allata, the follower of Lakulisha 
Pasupata sect repaired this temple with the wealth received from the 
people.'^ '^  
JALOR: 
Jalor is situated about one hundred forty eight kms south of 
Jodhpur in Rajasthan.'^ '* In the eight century A.D., it was ruled by the 
Pratihara ruler Vatsaraja.^ ^^  This town was also variously known as 
Jabalipur, Suvamagiri, and Kanchangiri.'^ ^ 
This town was held by the Paramaras. In course of time they 
became vassals of the Chalukyas of Gujarat. In 1164 A.D. Chalukya ruler 
^^ ^ lA, XLII, p. 57. 
^^ ^ Harshanath or Harshdeva represents Siva in Pashupat form (Rajasthan District 
Gazetteers-Sikarp. 24). 
^^ ^ lA, XLII, p. 57. 
^^ * Rajasthan District Gazetteers-Jalor, Jaipur, 1973, p. 306. 
^^ ^ Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society, Patna, 1928, March, p. 28, 
hereafter J80/?S 
^^ ^ D. Sharma, Early Chauhan Dynasties, pp. 142-48; El, XXVI, p. 150. 
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Kumarapala built a Jaina temple Kumaravihara after his name at this 
town.'^ ^ The relations between the Chalukyas of Gujarat and the 
Chauhans of Ajmer were not cordial even from the time of Amoraja. His 
son Vigraharaja IV, while fighting the war of vengeance against the 
Chalukyas burnt Jabalipura, which was ruled by Kumarapala's vassal, 
Kirtipala the youngest son of Alhana, ruler of Nadol was the founder of 
Jalor line of the Chauhans. He defeated the Paramara chief Asala of 
Kiradu, the vassal of Chalukya Bhima II captured Jabalipur from him in 
1181 A.D. and made it his capital.'^ ^ 
Jalor remained a great cultural centre in early medieval period. Both 
Saivism and Jainism were flourishing here under the patronage of the 
Rajputs. An inscription dated 1117 A.D. reveals that the temple of 
Sindhurajeshvara was in existence here as early as the twelfth century 
AD.'^ ° It also records that Mallaradevi, the queen of the Paramara ruler 
Visala fiimished it with a golden cupola.'^' The sister of 
Samarasimhadeva, the Chauhan ruler of Jalor (V.S. 1239-56) built two 
^" El, XI, p. 54. 
-^^  El, XXV!, p. 105. 
^^ ^ Ibid, IX, p. 72 
160 Annual Report ofSardar Museum, Jodhpur, 1917, p. 9, hereafter ARSMJ. 
''' ibid. 
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Saiva temples at this place.'^ ^ The temple of Parsvanath was built here in 
1164A.D. by the Chalukya sovereign after having been enlightened by 
Hemchandra on the fort of Kanchangiri and hence known as Kumarvihara 
after him.'^ ^ 
KilNAUJ: 
Kushika or Kanyakubja, variously known as Kushasthala, 
Gandhinagar, Mahodaya and Kanauj, was a sacred place of Epic and 
Puranic fame. Hiuen Tsang had called it the city of flowers.*^ 
Under Harsha Siladitya the city became the capital of north Indian 
empire. Hiuen Tsang while providing a lively description of Kanauj (Ka-
no- khil- she) refers, "... it was very strongly defended and had lofty 
structures everywhere; there were beautifial gardens and tanks of clear 
water, and in it rarities from strange lands were collected. The inhabitants 
were well off and there were families with great wealth., the people had a 
refined appearance and dressed in glossy silk attire.. .. There were about 
100 Buddhist monasteries with more than 100,000 Brethren... There 
^ " El, XI, p. 70. 
^^ ^ El, XI, p. 54. 
164 On Yuan Chwang's Travels in India, I, pp. 198- 99. 
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were more than 200 Deva-temples and the non-Buddhists were several 
thousands in number."'^ ^ 
After the death of Harsha, Kanauj became the bone of contention 
among the great kings of northern and southern India for about two 
centuries, till the final conquest of the city by the Pratiharas. By the 
beginning of the 11* century Ghaznin twice sacked the city.'^ ^ In A.D. 
1016, when Mahmud of Ghaznin approached Kanauj, the Muslim 
historian relates, "he there saw a city which raised its head to the skies, 
and which in strength and structure might justly boast to have no 
equal."'^ ^ Just one century earlier or in A.D. 915, Kanauj has been 
mentioned by Masudi as the capital of one of the kings of India.'^ ^ 
One of the Gahadavala inscriptions indicates that the city for some 
time became the capital of the dynasty {Kanyakubje, Karodaraja 
rajadhanim-aninditam)}^^ The city continued to be under the Gahadavala 
'''' Ibid. 
^^ ^ HIED, II, p.44. 
^" Cunningham, Ancient Geography of India, p. 317. 
'^ ^ Cf Roma Niyogi, The History of the Gahadavala Dynasty, Calcutta, 1959, pp. 236, 
256 
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dynasty till the days of Jayachandra, who is well known in Indian 
I 'J ft 
tradition and literature as the king of Kanyakubja. 
KHANHA-MIHIRERDHIPI: 
Khanha-Mihirerdhipi at Chandraketugarh (district 24 Parganas), 
situated at a distance of thirty seven kms to the north-east of Calcutta. 
The site has revealed remains of a fortified township belonging plausibly 
to a time bracket from pre-Mauryan to the post Gupta period. While in 
other parts of country the Gupta period marks the begirming of the phase 
of deurbanisation, here at Chandraketugarh this period is associated with 
distinct signs of development. The most significant structure brought to 
light was the remains of a stupendous polygonal brick building belonging 
to the Gupta period. On the basis of the fully exposed building - complex 
and re-entrant angels the excavator concludes that it had been a temple. 
The structural activities at Chandraketugarh continued during the 
succeeding phase of occupation. The Pala period has abundant signs of 
prosperous habitation. The upper part of massive western wall of the 
polygonal temple built during the earlier period was repaired and 
renovated with bricks of different sizes. Decorative bricks being 
"° El, IV, pp. 126-28. 
171 Indian Archaeology 'A Review', 1957-58, pp. 51-52, hereafter, lAR. 
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sometimes used in place of ordinary ones, which is certainly an 
obvious improvement upon the previous period. 
Other Pala relics discovered from the site make it certain that it was 
an urban centre during the Pala period. Actually, the remains of post Pala 
1 TO 
structures have also been noticed; they are too few to reveal any large 
scale habitation, but they are meaningful in nature. These post Pala 
structures, though very few, reveal that the site was not abandoned even 
after the Pala period.'''' 
KORTA: 
Korta is situated twenty six kms to the south-west of Sandera in 
Rajasthan and variously known as Korantaka, Korantapura etc. The 
mention of its name in the inscription of 1032A.D. proves that it was in 
existence even earlier. ^^^ In the 12* century A.D., it formed a district of 
the Chauhan kingdom of Nadol. The Bamnera grant mentions one 
Maharajaputra Kumarasimha, who held this town of Korta as fief. 
^^ ^ lAR, 1957-58, p. 52. 
'^ ^ Ibid, p. 53. 
174 Cf. V.K. Thakur, 'Trade and Towns', JESHO, XXX, pp. 208-09. 
"^ Prabhachandra, Prabhavakacharita, ed., Jinvijaya Muni, SJS, Ahmedabad p. 191. 
^^^yA/?/?/WA1937,p.32. 
^"/\/?/?MA1910,p.2. 
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Kelhanadeva and Ajaysimha gave charities to a Brahmana Narayana of 
this place 178 
Korta was a famous place of pilgrimage of the Jainas. In the 10^ 
century A.D. Dhanapala in his poem Satyapuramahavirautsaha refers to 
the tempJe of Mahavira of Koranta. According to the Prabhavakacharita, 
Korantapura of Saptasatadesa was a prosperous town inhabited by rich 
people, who were devoted to their religion. 
KMiANJAR: 
The fort town of Kalanjar had played a vital role in the history of 
the Chandellas. According to one legend compiled by Crooke the original 
birth place of the Chandellas was Kalanjara.^ ^^  According to another 
legend, the fort of Kalanjara was built by Chandravarman, the traditional 
founder of the dynasty the occupation of Kalanjara was his first 
achievement. The traditional stories show close relationship of the 
Chandellas with the town of Kalanjara but, these traditions are not 
supported by epigraphic evidence.'^ ^ Of the forts ascribed to the 
"«lbid. 
^^^ Prabhavakacharita, p. 191. 
^^ W. Crooke, The Tribes and Castes of North Western India, Delhi, 1974, vol. I), p. 
196. 
^^ ^ N.S. Bose, History of the Chandellas of Jejakabhukti, Calcutta, 1956, p. 134. 
^^ ^ El, I, pp. 127-28. 
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Chandellas by tradition, Kalanjara is thie most important and is believed 
to iiave been the military centre of their Kingdom 183 
184 The conquest of Kalanjara by Yasovarmana was an important 
event in the history of the Chandella dynasty. This is reflected from the 
assumption of the epithet ""KalanjaradhipatV by his successors. This 
imperial epithet had been regularly used by the Chandella rulers from the 
time of Dhanga.'^ ^ Vidyadhara was the most powerful ruler of the 
Chandella dynasty. He had the distinction of being the only Indian ruler, 
who effectively checked the triumphal career of Sultan Mahmud and 
saved his Kingdom from destruction by that ruthless conqueror.'^ ^ The 
sturdy fort of Kalanjara helped him to protect his kingdom. 
The geographical location of the town of Kalanjara played a vital 
role in protecting the region and monuments of Khajuraho. Before 
becoming a military centre Kalanjara was the great centre of religious 
activities, which played an important role in the process of Urbanisation 
of Chandella towns. According to Samgadhar, the reputed centre of 
sword manufacture were Khatikhattara, Rsivariga, Surparak, Videha, 
^^ ^ \A, XXXVI!, p . 131 . 
^^^ 5.K. Mitra, The Early Rulers of Khajuraho, Calcutta, 1958 p. 37. 
^^ ^ El, I, pp. 196-99, see also N.S. Bose, op. cit., p. 121. 
^^ ^ R.C. Majumdar, Ancier)t India, Delhi, 1968 p. 351. 
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Madhyama-grama, Vedidesa, Sahagrama and Kalinjar. Kalanjara was 
1 on 
also an important centre of sword manufacture in early medieval times. 
This economic aspect is also played significant role in the process of 
urbanisation of Kalanjara during the reign of Chandellas. 
KHAJURAHO: 
Khajuraho as, an important town of the Chandellas,famous for its 
architectural and sculptural glory is regarded as the religious capital of 
the Chandellas. The inscriptions found at Khajuraho give us valuable 
information regarding the political and cultural structures of the 
Chandellas. The epigraphs found here refer to the installation of the 
images and construction of temples by Jain merchants.'^ ^ It appears that 
rich merchants participated in the commercial and buildiiig activitifea 
during the Chandella period. 
LODORVA: 
Lodorva is situated about sixteen kms north- west of Jaisalmer in 
Rajasthan. It seems to have been founded by the Lodra Rajputs.'^ ^ The 
^^ ^ B.N.S. Yadav, Society and Culture of Northern India, In twelfth Century, Allahabad, 
1973, p. 265. 
^^ ^ Bose, N.S., op. cit, p. 11. 
^^^e, I, pp. 131-32. 
^^ J. Tod, Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, (ed.), by W. Crooke, London 1920, II, 
p. 262, hereafter, AAR. 
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ruler of Devagarha Bhatti Devaraja defeated two Lodra Rajput rulers and 
took possession of the town in the 10^ century AD.'^' Munda was the 
successor of Devaraja. In 1025 A.D., Mahmud of Ghaznin reached 
Lodorva. The town was defended by a strong citadel and a body of brave 
soldiers. Mahmud captured it. The ruler who fought against Mahmud's 
army is identified with Rawal Bachchhera. The tovm was under the 
possession of Vijayaraja in 1163 AD. 
Vaishnavism and Jainism were flourishing in Lodorva. In about 
1034 A.D. there was a king named Sagar, in whose time Jinesvarasuri, 
pupil of Vardhamasuri of the Kharataragachchha, came to this town. His 
two sons namely Sridhara and Rajadhara constructed the temple of 
Parsvanath.'^ ^ This temple belongs to the 11* century AD. Tod'^ ^ also 
obtained a copper plate inscription from Lodorva belonging to the period 
of Vijayaraja and also some clay signets given to pilgrims bearing Jaina 
symbols. All this proves that Jainism was prevalent at this town in the 
12* century AD. 
''' Ibid. 
^^ ^ R.C. Majumdar, The Struggle for Empire, p.19. 
^^'/^^/?, II, p. 264. 
^^^ARRMA, 1935-36, No. VIII, p. 3. 
"^>V\/?, Il,p.264. 
196 Ibid, p. 263. 
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LOHARAKOTTA: 
Lohara or Loharakotta, 'the castle of Lobar' played an important 
part in the early medieval history of Kashmir as stronghold of the Lohara 
dynasty. M.A. Stein argues that Wilson wrongly identified Lohara with 
Lahore.'^ ^ He fiirther pointed out that Wilson did not have access to the 
last two cantos of the Rajatarangini, wherein numerous passages Kalhana 
speaks of it as a hill-fortress, situated in close proximity to Kashmir. Stein 
fixed its position in the valley now called Loharin belonging to the 
territory of Poonch (Pamosta).'^ ^ From Lohara (modem Loharin) hailed 
the kings of early medieval Kashmir, who are generally referred as the 
kings of the Lohara dynasty ruling in the most critical times, from A.D. 
1003 to 1171. 
MAHOBA: 
The town of Mahoba can be called the pleasure town of the 
Chandellas. It name is contraction of Mahotsavanagar or the city of 
festivals, celebrated by Chandravarman, the traditional founder of 
Chandella dynasty. The town of Mahoba was surrounded by beautiful 
lakes viz., Kirtisagar, Kalyansagar and Madansagar. According to 
^^ ^ H.H. Wilson, Essay on the Hindu History ofCashmir, Calcutta, 1960, p. 47. 
^^ ^ Kalhana, Rajatarangini, tr. M.A. Stein, 2 vols., rep., Delhi, 1961, 1979., vol. II, p. 
293. 
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tradition Mahoba is very closely the connected to the bardic account 
entitled the Mahoba Khanda.'^' 
MANDALAGARH: 
Mandalagarh is a small town situated one hundred sixty one kms 
north-east of Udaipur city of Rajasthan.'^ *^ ^ This is a fort town and 
especially famous for its fort, which is about half a mile in length with a 
low rampant wall and bastions encircling the crest of the hill, on which it 
stands. There are some traditions about its foundation. It is said that 
Mandalagarh was named after the Bhil Dandook. The fort is said to have 
been constructed about the middle of the twelfth century A.D. by a chief 
of the Balnote clan of Rajputa (a branch of the Solankis). 
In early inscriptions, the name of the town is mentioned as 
Mandalakara. In the twelfth century A.D., this town was included in 
the territory of the Chauhans. Bijolia rock inscription dated A.D. 1169 
informs that Siyaka, the father of Lolaka beautified the great fort of 
Mandalakara by building a beautiftil temple of Neminath.^ '^' 
199 S.K. Mitra, op. cit., p. 6, fn. 22. 
^°° Rajasthan District Gazetteers-Udaipur, p. 03, See also El, XXVI, p. 99. 
^°^M/?, p.734. 
^°^ El, XXI, p. 277; XXVI, p. 84. 
^°^ El, XXVI, p. 99. 
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MENAL: 
This town is situated in the Udaipur district in Rajasthan. The 
Chauhan rulers, who were followers of Saivism selected such a place for 
their deities. In this town they erected monasteries and temples. 
During the reign of the Chauhans Menal became a great centre of 
Saivism. The temple of Mahanala, named after this place was very 
famous. This is the splendid temple probably of the 10^ and 11^ century 
A.D. from architectural viewpoint, Bijolia rock inscription dated 1170 
A.D. informs us that it was a centre of pilgrimage, 204 
Besides this, other shrines were constructed from time to time all 
devoted to Siva. To the north-west of the temple of Mahanal is another 
temple containing three shrines all facing the east. About a quarter of a 
mile to the west of these ruins are located what are known to be the 
Ruthirani's^^^ palace and temple. An inscription engraved on the temple 
informs that it was built by Suhadadevi in 1168A.D. and dedicated to 
Suhavesvara. The Mathur Kayasth Thakura Vilhama and his brother 
granted twenty drammas every year out of the income of the village 
°^'* (bid, p. 101. 
^°^ She was the queen of the Chauhan king, Prithviraja II and is known as Ruthirani in 
Rajasthan. 
^°^ PRAS, WC, 1921. 
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Paroli to the temple of Suhavesvara. As a stronghold of Saivism, this 
was a place of residence of Saiva Saints. A monastery was constructed 
for them, wherein inscription informs us that it was built by an ascetic 
called Bhavabrahma in 1169 A.D. during the reign of the Chauhan king 
Parthvirajall?^^ 
NADLM: 
Nadlai is a small village six kms north-west of Desuri in Jodhpur 
division of Rajasthan.^ ^^  In early times it was variously known by the 
names of Naduladagika, Nandakulavati, Nadulai, Naradpuri etc. 
Sixteen temples have been discovered here, are enough to prove that it 
was prosperous town of religious importance in early period. Nadlai was 
ruled by the Chauhan rulers of Nadol. In 1143 A.D. (V.S. 1200), 
Rajapaladeva was governing this place through his feudatory thakura 
Rajadeva of the Guhila line. 
The Chauhan rulers of Nadlai were followers of Savism as is 
evident from the Saiva temples, which were constructed during their 
rules. In the twelfth century A.D., the temple of Mahadeva was known by 
^^'' ARRMA, 1927-28, No. 3, p. 2. 
^°^ K.C Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns ofRajasthan, p. 406. 
-°^ PRAS, WC, 1909, p. 42. 
''' Ibid. 
^ " El, XI, p. 41. 
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the name of Bhivadesara. The mandapa of this temple was constructed in 
1171 by Pahini, son of sutradhara Mahadua and his wife Jasadevi during 
the victorious reign of the Chalukya sovereign Kumarapala, when 
Kelhana was the ruler of Nadol. Another Brahmanical temple of this 
time is known as Tapesvara. It consisted of a shrine circumambulatory 
passage, hall and porch. 
We find existence of Jainism as a popular religion at Nadlai from 
the 10^*^  century AD. There were two temples of Neminath and Mahavira 
at Nadalai in the twelfth century AD. Takura Rajadeva of Nadulai 
granted one-twentieth part of the income derived from the loads on 
bullocks going from there or coming to Nadlai in 1138 A.D., to meat the 
expenses of lamp, incense , flowers worship and so forth of Neminath for 
his spiritual merit. He organized the ftinction of rathyatra for the sake 
of his mother, in the presence of bankers, villagers, and the people of 
province in 1143 AD. At this time the mahajanas and bankers of 
Nadulai after meeting in an assembly made some donations for the 
temple of Mahavira.^'^ 
^^ ^ Ibid, p. 48. 
^^ ^ El, XI, p. 36. 
^ " El, XI, p. 36. 
' ' ' Ibid. 
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NAULNDA: 
Nalanda, at one time the greatest academic centre in the east, with 
its lofty structures, spacious campus, and eminent men of learning and 
scholarship teaching here and pupils selected after a rigorous test and 
drawn from all parts of India and the far-east, now lies in solitude at 
distance of 10 kms north of Rajgir in Bihar 
The Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang visited and was very warmly 
received at Nalanda. He resided here for a long time. The course of study 
says Hiuen Tsang, included the scriptures of the Mahayana and Hinayana 
school comprising of hetu-vidya (logic), sabda vidya (grammar) and 
chikitsa vidya (medicine), as well such purely Brahmanical texts as the 
Vedas including the Atharva-veda . Harsha highly revered the Nalanda 
monks and called himself their servant. About a thousand monks of 
Nalanda were present at the royal congregation at Kanauj. Royal 
patronage was therefore, the keynote of the prosperity and efficiency of 
Nalanda. As Hiuen Tsang says, "Along succession of king continued the 
work of building, using all the skill of the sculptor, till the whole is truly 
marvelous to behold." 
216 S. Beal, Life of Hiuen Tsang, London, 1911, p. 158. 
^ " Ibid, p. 160. 
^^ ^ Ibid, p. 177. 
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From the eight to twelfth centuries A.D., Nalanda continued to 
enjoy the patronage of the Paias. An inscription of Devapala (c. 810-850 
c.) issued from Mudgagiri (Monghyr) records the grant of five villages at 
the request of the ruler of Suvamadvipa, namely Balaputradeva by 
emperor Devapala for the maintenance of the monks at the monastery 
built by the Sumatran King.^'^ The decay of Buddhism due to a great 
extent to tantrism involving secret principles and ritual, the crusade of the 
Brahmanical philosophers and scholars and finally the invasion of 
Bakhtiar Khilji destroyed the image of this ancient town and seat of 
leaming.'^ ^^ 
NARHAD: 
Narhad is situated at a distance of eight kms from Pilani in 
Jhunjhunu district of Rajasthan. The old name of Narhad was Narabhata. 
Narhad, which was in existence in 1158 A.D. was included as a district in 
the territory of the Chauhan ruler, Vigraharaja and was ruled by 
Vishayapati (district officer). 
^^ ^ El, XVII (1923-24), pp.310. 
^^ ° Usman Abu Umar, Minhaj Siraj, Tbaqat- i- Nasiri, H.G. Raverty,(Eng. tr.) London, 
1881, rep., New Delhi, 1970, p. 552. 
^^ ^ ARRMA. 1932-33, No. 03, p. 2. 
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An inscription dated A.D.I 158 informs that at this time, the 
Kayastha of the Naigama family were residing at this place. This 
inscription records that Talha, belonging to the naigama Kayastha family 
died during the reign of Paramabhattaraka Maharajadhiraja Parmesvara 
Vigraharajadeva. 
Two very beautiful images of Neminath and Santinath of the late 
Gupta period have been discovered. During the reign of the Chauhans, 
99zl 
Jinadattasuri installed a nine hooded figure of Parsavanath, which 
became an astounding object in course of time. The images of 
Mahishasurmardini of eight arms and oidikpala found at this town prove 
the existence of Brahmnical temple in the eight century A.D. 
NADOL: 
Nadol is now a village situated about thirteen kms from Jawalia 
station on the Rajputana Malwa Railway. This place is specially famous 
for having been the capital of the Marwar Chauhan family. The founder 
of this dynasty was Lakshmana, who was the son of Vakpatiraja,^ ^^ 
reigning at Sakambhari. Tod claims of having discovered two 
''' Ibid. 
^^ ^ \AR, 1956-57. 
^^ ^ El, IX, p. 67. 
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inscription^^^ of Lakhana dated V.S. 1024 and 1029. By affording 
protection against the depredations of the Medas, he made his rule 
welcome to the people. The Surajapola and the fort of the town are said 
to have been built by him. 
The Chauhan rulers of Nodal were great patrons of religion and 
therefore, Nodal became a centre of both Brahmanism and Jainism. They 
constructed temples and granted lands from time to time. Lakshmana, the 
founder of this Chauhan line built a temple of Siva at this place. 
There was also a temple of Lakshamanasvamin mentioned in the 
Sadadi and the Nadol inscriptions of V.S. 1147 of Jojalladeva. The 
inscription of 1090 A.D. (V.S. 1147) lays down the order of the king 
Jojalladeva with regards to the management of the festival in connection 
with all the gods, such as Lakshmanaswamin and others. The order was 
passed that when the festival of any particular sect commences, the 
courtesans attached to the temple of the other gods must also put on their 
ornaments and best garments and attend with shulapalas to celebrate it by 
^^^/^;^/?, II, pp. 807-08. 
^ " Muni Jainavijaya, Puratanprabandho Somgraha,{ed.),Calaitta,1936, pp. 101-02, 
hereafter PPS. 
^^^ARRMA, 1936- 37, No. 7, p. 3. 
^^ ^ El, XI, p. 27. 
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instrumental music, dancing, singing and so fortli. There were also some 
Old 
people, who bitterly opposed this practice. 
Besides, there were famous temples of Tripurushadeva and 
Chandalesdeva. The latter was built by Chandaladevi, queen of Asharaja. 
Grants were made to these temples by the rulers, officials and other 
private persons. Maharajadhiraja Asharaja granted a village called 
Pinchhavalli to the temple of Chandalesdeva in 1114 AD. A copper plate 
grant of the Chalukya Kumarapala of Gujarat dated 1156 A.D. records 
the grants of one dramma per day from the custom house of Nadol to the 
shrine of Lakhaneshvara inside the temple of Tripurushadeva. 
Apart from Brahmanical religion, Jainism also made a striking 
progress at Nadol under the patronage of the Chauhan rulers. This town 
became one of the celebrated Panchtirthas of the Jainas of Marwar. The 
Jaina temple of Mahavira was very famous .In the 1171 A.D. ^^ ^ 
Alahanadeva, after worshipping the Sun and Ishan and making gift to 
Brahmans and gurus, granted to the Jaina temple of Mahavira of this 
''' Ibid. 
^^ M/?/?/WA 1937, No. 8. 
^^ ^ f/, XI, p. 63. 
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place a monthly sum of five drammas to be paid from the custom-house 
in the Nadulatalapada 
NARAINA: 
Naraina is a small station on the meter gauge line of the western 
railway between Phulera and Ajmer situated in 26*^  48' north latitude and 
75° 13' east longitude, seventy nine kms from Jaipur in Rajasthan.^ "^* In 
the 11'^  and 12'*' centuries A.D. this town was in existence and was in 
flourishing condition. The old names of it as known from inscriptions and 
literary sources are Narana, Naranayana, Naranaka. When this 
town was under the Chauhans of Sakambhari and Ajmer, it considered to 
be a place of great strategical importance. In 1172 A.D., Prithviraja III 
is said to have pitched his first camp at this place. 
Naraina fell in to a prey probably in the early Muslim invasions. It 
is said, "Mahmud Ghaznin led an army against Narayana, situated in 
heart of Hind." At this time, it was a prosperous town, inhabited by rich 
''' Ibid. 
234 Rajasthan District Gazetteers-Jaipur, Jaipur, 1987, p. 913. 
^^ ^ 60S, LXXXVI, pp. 312-16. 
^'^ KB, p. 25. 
^^ ^ El, XXVI, p. 99. 
^^ /^^ SC, 1907-08, p. 215. 
^^ ^ KB, p. 25. 
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merchants. The ruler, who seems to have come into clash with Mahmud, 
was the Govindaraja II, son of Durlabharaja of Sakambhari, which is only 
at a distance of thirteen kms from Naraina. Firishta also states that 
Mahmud came to Somanath by way of Sambhar.'^ '^ ^ 
In the reign of the Chauhans, this town was the stronghold of 
Jainism. In the Sakalatirthastrota of Siddhasena suri, this town is 
mentioned as a holy place of the Jainas. The Bijolia rock inscription 
dated 1169 A.D. informs that Punyarasi, one of the ancestors of Lolaka of 
Pragvata caste, built the temple of Varadhamana. ^^^ An inscription dated 
1079 A.D. informs that Mathana of the Pragvata caste performed the 
installation ceremony of images with the members of his family.'^ '^ ^ These 
two inscriptions reveal that the Poravala Jainas were living at this town. 
Dhanapala, in his poem Satyapuriya Mahavira Utsava refers to the 
famous temple of Mahavira at this town.^ "^ "^  
^^° R. C. Majumdar, The Struggle for Empire, p. 23. 
"^^  GOS, LXXVI, pp. 312-316. 
^'^^ El, XXVI, p. 84. 
'^'^  Cf. K.C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns ofRajasthan, p. 606, see Appendix No. 24. 
"^^  Ibid, p. 318. 
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PALI : 
Pali is situated about seventy two kms south-east of Jodhpur city of 
Rajasthan.^ '*^ Its ancient names were Pallika, Patlika and Palli, which 
meant a town.^ "^ ^ As a trade centre, it developed into a thickly populated 
town. In the beginning Pali was included in Mewar. An inscription dated 
A.D. 1083 informs that the Guhila ruler Viryasimha made a donation of 
the 5* part of produce of Pali to Unlacharya.^ '^ ^ This proves that Pali was 
ruled over by Guhilas of Mewar at this time. 
In the twelfth century A.D. Pali probably became a part of the 
Nadol kingdom. Siddhasenasuri pays high respect to this place in his 
Sakalatirthastorta. This place was well known by the name of 
Pumabhadra Mahavira.^ "*^ The temple, now dedicated to Parshvanath was 
originally a Jaina temple of Mahavira.^ ^^ The Sravakas placed images in 
the temple of Mahavira in the 12* century A.D. and performed their 
installation ceremony. 
^'^^ Rajasthan District Gazetteers- Pali, Jaipur, 1976, pp. 1,471. 
^^ ^ B.N. Reu, Glories of Marwar and The Glorious Rathors, Jodhapur, 1943, p. 57. 
^^ ^ El, XXXI, p. 224. 
^^ * GOS, LXXVI, p. 156. 
'"^ ^ PRAS, WC, 1908, p. 45. 
" ° Ibid. 
"^ Ibid. 
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Along with Jainism, the Brahmanical rehgion was well established 
at Pali. There were several temples in which the most prominent was that 
of Somanath. Some of the walls or pillars of the temple belong to the 9'*^  
or 10 century AD. An inscription dated 1152 A.D. refers itself to the 
reign of Kumarapal. 
PRITHUDAKA: 
Prithudaka (modem Pehoa) was situated in the Kamal district of 
Haryana. In an inscription dated A.D. 882-83 of the Gurjara-Pratihara 
period Prithudaka is called an adhisthan. This inscription also provides 
some details of the fair at this place in which different animals, the most 
important of which was horse were sold and bought. The horse dealers 
are referred as headed by a foreman, which suggests that their 
organisation in the form of guild. B.D. Chattopadhyaya suggests that the 
place may be identified as a nigam (a market centre) occupying a 
somewhat intermediary position between a village and a developing 
township. 
^"/\/?SMJ, 1925, No. 15, p.3. 
^" El, I, pp. 184-89. 
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RANTHAMBHOR: 
Ranthambhor, one of the strongest fortresses of India, situated near 
Sawai- Madhopur in Rajasthan^ '^* was in existence in the 11* century AD. 
It was being ruled by the Chauhans of Sakambhari. Prithviraja I, who 
OSS 
ruled over Sambhar in 1105 A.D., put golden cupolas on the Jaina 
temple of Ranthambhor. This proves his suzerainty over Rathambhor, 
and the existence of Jaina temple here as earlier to his reign. 
Siddhasenasuri an author of the twelfth century A.D. also includes it the 
list of holy places. 
RAJABADIDANGA: 
The town of Rajabadidanga is situated in Murshidabad district of 
Bengal. Excavations at this site indicate that when urban centres in other 
parts of the county were declining, Rajabadidanga was shaping itself in 
the form of a town. Structural remains belonging to the six distinct phases 
are discovered here. The phase III belonged to the sixth-seventh century 
^ '^' Rajasthan District Gazetteers- Sawai Madliopur, Jaipur, 1981, p. 540. 
^^^ARRMA, 1933-34, No. 4, p. 3. 
^^ ^ GOS, LXXVI, pp. 312-16. 
^ " GOS, LXXVI, p. 156. 
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AD., while other subsequent phases extended up to the twelfth-thirteenth 
258 
centuries. 
The pre - Gupta and Post Gupta layers are structurally not so 
impressive. The post-Gupta phase is strikingly rich in terms of material 
remains. Beside the granary, the most imposing structure of phase III is 
a panchayatan temple-complex consisting of a rectangular enclosure 
wall, four square shrines at the four comers, the main temple of tritatha 
plan, the rectangular mandap on the north, the surkhi rammed platform 
etc.^ ^° Phase IV and V revealed an oblong temple - complex with the 
ardhachandra entrance platform, walls, brick-bat platforms covered with 
5wrA;/zz-ramming, lime plaster etc. The terracotta sealings and figurines, 
beautiful stucco mouldings pottery, bronze images, stone seals etc. have 
been discovered in substantial number. On the paleographical grounds 
the seals and sealings were assigned to a period between 6*'' and the 10* 
century AD. 
^^ ^ S.R. Das, Rajabandidanga, Calcutta, 1968, pp. 23-26, lAR, 1963-64, p.63. 
^^ ^ lAR, 1963-64, p. 63. 
''' Ibid. 
^ " Ibid. 
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SAMBHAR: 
Sambhar is situated at a distance of eleven kms from Pliulera 
junction in Jaipur of Rajasthan. During the reign of the Chauhans it 
became the seat of government in northern India and was known as 
Sakambhari. 
The early Chauhan rulers of Sambhar were the vassals of the 
Gurjara Pratiharas. The first Chauhan ruler of Sakambhari, who assumed 
the title oi maharajadhiraja by freeing his territory from the suzerainty of 
the Gurjara Pratiharas was Simharaja. He granted several villages to 
the temple of Harshanath?^ "* 
The great ruler of this line was Prithviraja I, who is known to have 
been ruling in 1105 A.D. He was a patron of Jainism and a cupola was 
put by him over Jaina temple at Ranthambhor, His successor Ajayaraja 
transferred his capital from Sambhar to Ajmer. The salt lake of this 
place remained a great source of income to the Chauhan ruler. The traders 
of this place assigned one vimshopaka per head of salt and one dramma 
on per horse sold by them for the benefit of the temple of Harshanath in 
^^ ^ Rajasthan District Gazetteers-Jaipur, Jaipur, 1987, p.917. 
^" El, II, p. 117-119. 
^^'Ibid. 
^^ ^ GOS, LXXVI, p. 312. 
^^ ^ D. Sharma, Early Chauhan dynasties, p. 40. 
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973 A.D.^ ^^ After the defeat of Prithviraja III by Muhammad Ghori 
Sambhar passes into the hands of the rulers of different dynasties and on 
account of its great repository salt, it was liked as a valuable 
possession.^ ^^ In 1198 A.D., it passed to the Sultanate of Delhi. 
SAMKARPUR: 
The town of Samkarpur, identified with Pattan is situated 28 kms 
below Srinagar on the Baramula road in Kashmir.^ ^^  It was founded by 
Avantivarman's son Samkarvarman. To build the city Samkarvarman 
Old 
used the material of Parihaspur, which was Lalitaditya's capital. 
The temples of Samkaragurisha and Sugandesha built by the king 
Samkarvarman can be identified by their ruins at Pattan .^ '^ Samkarapura 
did not however, rise to significance due to the unpopularity of its 
founder. But, it remained for a long time the centre of woolen 
manufactures and trade in cattle.^ ''^  
^ " El, II, p. 119. 
^^ ^ D. R. Sahni, Archaeological Remains and Excavation at Sambhar during 1936-37 
and 1937-38, Jaipur, pp. 10-20. 
^^ ^ P.N.K. Bamzal, A History of Kashmir, p. 171. 
'^'° Ibid, Avantivarman and his son Samkarvarman were from Utpat dynasty. 
Lalitaditya was belonging to the Karkota dynasty. 
^^ ^ Cf P.N.K. Bamzai, Cultural and Political History of Kashmir, pp. 189-190. 
''' Ibid. 
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SHERGARH: 
Shergarh is situated about one hundred forty kms to the north-west 
of Kota. The old name of this town was Koshavardhana, 'the increaser of 
the treasury'. It was an important centre of trade, industry and agriculture, 
which must have contributed a good deal to the royal treasure. 
Being a place of strategical importance, Shergarh was ruled by the 
different dynasties. The present dilapidated township itself was 
considered to be one of the impregnable forts in the Hindu period, as is 
evident from its strong walls, and ramparts which are still standing erect 
to tell this story. In the eight century Samant Devadatta of Naga family 
was ruling here as a feudatory chief probably of the Pratihara ruler either 
Vatsaraja, or Nagabhatta of Kanauj. He built a Buddhist temple 
'~)'7A 
monastery here in 790 AD. In the reign of the Paramaras, Shergarh was 
included in the possession of the Paramara king Udayaditya of Malwa in 
the 11''^  century AD.^ ^^  It remained under the possession of the Chauhans 
of Ranthambhor for some time. 
This town was a stronghold of Saivanism. The temple of Somanath 
was the principle place of worship in the 10'*^  and 11* centuries. The 
^^ ^ lA, XIV, p. 45. 
''' Ibid. 
^^ ^ El, XXIll, p. 134. 
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Paramara ruler Udyaditya of Malwa visited this place and granted a 
village to Somanath temple in the 11* century.^ ^^ 
Oil 
Many donations were made to the temple of Somanath from time 
to time. The three merchants namely Narasimha, Govrisha and Thiraditya 
jointly made a daily grant of one Karsha of ghee for the purpose of 
smearing the feet of Bhattaraka Nagnaka from the income of the custom 
house in 1017 AD. The three merchants constituted the town committee 
which was in charge of the collection of the market taxes of the custom 
house, usually collected in kind. 
In 1018 A.D., the donor varanga, an officer connected with the 
collection of tolls on roads, provided incense and sandal at the cost of five 
vrishabhas to this temple. There was a guild of oilmen. Tailaka was the 
chief of the guild. The member of the guild used to supply oil for the 
lamps in the temple of Somanath. 
The grants given to this temple by the merchants, landlords, 
officials, oilmen, etc., prove that this town was highly populated by the 
different classes. 
^^^f/,XX!ll, pp. 133-34. 
^" Ibid, pp. 137-39. 
''' Ibid. 
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SOMANATHA-PATTAN: 
Somanatha-Pattana, the port town of Somanath, situated in Gujarat 
was an old port, which reached at the zenith of its prosperity and religious 
glory during the post 10^*^  centuries. According to Alberuni the chief 
reason of its fame was that it had "a harbour for seafaring people, and a 
station for those who went to and fro between Sufala in the country of 
ZanJ (Zanzibar) and China". He further adds that the fortress (temple) 
which contained the idol and its treasures was not ancient but was buih 
only about a hundred years ago. As stated by Merutunga, Someshvara 
or Somanatha was the port where the Cavada princes seized and 
plundered some storm-strayed ships, which had possibly come from 
the west. While Alberuni informs that the coast of Kutch and Saurashtra 
was infested with pirates, called bawarij who committed "robberies on 
sea in ships called bird". 
» I k 
"^/^/berun/'s/nd/o, II, p. 104. 
^^ Ibid, p. 105. 
^^ ^ Merutunga, Prabondhachintamani, (ed.), Jinavijaya Muni, Santiniketan, 1933 p. 
14. 
^^^Alberuni's India, \, p. 208. 
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SANDERA: 
Sandera is situated sixteen kms north-west of Bali in Jodlipur 
division of Rajastiian. Sandera was ruled by the Chauhans of Nadol. In 
the 11^  century A.D., a battle was fought between the Chalukyas and the 
Chauhans of Nadol at this place. The Sundha inscription states that 
Jinduraja Chauhan the ruler of Nadol bursi. through the multitudes of his 
enemies at Sandera. This town seems to be the provincial headquarter 
of Nadol kingdom of the Chauhans^ ^^ and continued up to the end of 12^*^  
century AD. 
Sandera remained a great centre of Jainism in the past. It is 
mentioned by Siddhasena Suri in the list of holy places in 
Sakalatirthastrota. Sanderaka gachcha was originated by Yashobhadra 
- Suri from here in the 10 century AD. There were two Jaina temples of 
Mahavira and Parshvanath belonging to Sanderaka gachcha?^^ 
^^^ El, IX, p. 72. 
^^ ^ Ibid, pp. 70-72. 
^^ ^ Ibid, p. 76, V. 20. 
-^ ^ El, XI, p. 51. 
^^'' GOS, LXXVI, pp. 312-16. 
^^ ^ El, XI, pp. 47-51. 
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SIYADONI: 
Siyadoni was situated near Lalitapur in Jhansi district. The dates of 
its records ranging between A.D.907 and 968 relate, as in tlie case of 
other inscriptions cited, to the Gurjara - Pratihar period. It was also a 
pattana intersected by a variety of roads, rathya, hattarthya etc.^ The 
residential sites included aparasaraka (houses with a porch or vestibule), 
avasanika (dwellings) and grihabhitti (a house site) owned by different 
communities. Several temples at this town were devoted to 
Narayanabhattaraka, Sivabhattaraka, Bhaillaswami, Sigakiyadeva etc., 
indicating its urban set up. Siyadoni v/as mainly a commercial centre 
as is suggested by the number oihattas and a customs house attached to it 
{Siyadoni satka mandapikd). 
TAHANGARH: 
This town is situated about 23 kms to the south of Bayana in 
Rajasthan. The foundation of Tahanagarh is ascribed to the Yadav king 
Tahanapala.^ "^^  It was also known as Tribhuvanagiri.^ '^^  
^^ ^ E\, I, pp. 162-79, C.f. B.D. Chattopadhyaya, The Making of Early Medieval India, 
pp. 136-37. 
^^ ° Ibid. 
''' Ibid. 
''' Ibid. 
^^^ARRMA, 1913-14, PP-1-2, see also M, XIV, p. 10. 
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In a prasasti of Chunadirasa, it is enumerated that Bhattaraka 
Vinayacliandra of the Mathur samgha wrote it in the 
Ajayanarendravihara at Tribhuvangarh during the sovereignty of 
Ajayapala. Ajayapala seems to be identified with the Yadava ruler of 
this name, who was a nephew of Kumvarapala ruling in the twelfth 
century AD. In 1157 A.D., Jinadattasuri visited this town and performed 
an installation ceremony of the golden kalash and hoisted a flag of the 
temple of Shantinath. As stated by Hasan Nizami this town was 
captured by Muhammad Ghori in 1196 A.D.^ ^^  
TATTANANDAPURA: 
Tattanandapura, indentified with Ahar near Bulandashahr, located 
on the western bank of the Ganga was a totally developed township of the 
upper Ganga basin. It has yielded asset often inscriptions dated between 
AD 867 and 907, which indicates its inclusion in the Gurjara-Pratihara 
empire. ^ ^^  
^^ '* Ibid, see also, Rajasthan District Gazetteers- Savai Madhopuri, Jaipur, 1981, p. 01. 
^^ ^ C.f. K.C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns of Rajasthan, p. 362, Appendix No. 48, p. 
612. 
^^ ^ KB, pp. 19-20. 
^^'Taj-ul- Masir in HIED, II, pp. 266-67. 
^^ ^ El, XIX, pp. 52-54. 
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The urban character of the settlement emerges from a number of 
indications in the record. First, the suffix pura in its name and the fact 
that it was called pato«a,^^Vhich distinguishes it from rural settlements. 
Secondly, whatever meager information regarding its lay out is traced 
out, confirms it as a town. It was intersected by a number of roads, 
kurathya (small or narrow roads) brihadrathya (big-roads) and 
hattamarga (road leading to the market area).^ *'° The inscriptions 
mention six temples (those of Kanchanashridevi or Kanakadevi, 
Nandabhagavatidevi, Vamansvami, Gandhadevi, Dasavatara and 
Sarvamangala), which formed a distinct part of urban set-up. The 
impression one gets from the records is that the eastern market area 
-7/1 I 
ipurvahattapradesa) was one of the nerve centres of the town. 
TRIPURI: 
This town is identified with modem Tewar, about six miles west of 
Jabalapur in Madhya Pradesh. During the early medieval period Tripuri 
became the capital of the Kalacuries. In the reign of Kokkala I Tripuri 
obtained an imperial status in northern India. Most of the inscriptions 
''' Ibid. 
°^° Ibid. 
301 C.F. B.D. Chattopadhyaya, The Making of Early Medieval India, p. 135. 
°^^  lAR, 1966-67, pp. 18-19. 
°^^  R.C. Majumdar, The Age of Imperial Kanauj, Bombay, 1955, pp. 87-89. 
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of the contemporary rulers reveal Tripuri as a capital city of the 
Kalachuris.^ '^* The Kalachuri King Yuvaraj II, who ruled in tenth century 
had reconstructed this city to enhance its beauty and grandeur. The 
Nagpur Prasasti of Paramara Naravarman enumerates that 
Lakshmandeva plundered the capital city of Tripuri during of Kalachuri 
Yasahkama?^^ 
The excavations carried out at Tripuri reveal that its power and 
prestige rose in the reign of Gangeyadeva^*'^  who defeated the king of 
Kosala. Gangeyadeva assumed the title Trikalingadhipati. Alberuni 
states that "Gangeya (diva) was the king of Dahala (i.e. dahala-mandala) 
and his capital was Tiauri (i.e. Tripuri)". Gangeyadeva was succeeded 
by his son Kama, who was a reputed general of his times and carried 
welfares of his subjects. Like his father Kama also assumed the tittle 
Trikaligadhipati. The Kalachuri king Jayasimha was succeeded by his 
^°' El, \, pp. 33 ff; El, ], pp. 251 ff; lA, XX, pp. 85 ff. 
305 R.C. Majumdar, The Age of Imperial Kanauj, p. 90. 
^°^ El, n, p. 186, V. 39. 
^°^//\/?, 1966-67, pp. 18 ff. 
^°^ R.C, Majumdar, The Struggle for Empire, p. 61. 
''' Ibid. 
^^°Alberuni's India, \, p. 202. 
^^^ R.C. Majumdar, The Struggle for Empire, p. 63. 
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son Vijaysimha, who controlled his hold over Dahal-mandal up to A.D. 
1212.^ '^  
UJJAIN: 
The headquarter city of the district and division of the same name, 
Ujjain is situated on the Sipra river m the centre of Malwa. Ujjain, with 
its old name Ujjayni or Ujjeni derived its name from the Sanskrit root jay, 
meaning victory."^ ''^  In early days Ujjaini was known as Avanti and the 
surrounding country as Avantidesh.^ '^  During the 3'^ '' century B.C. Ujjain 
was included in the west of Magadhan empire. Ashoka, as a prince was 
his father's viceroy at this place. Hiuen-Tsang describes the capital of U -
she -yen- na or Ujjayini as 30 li or five miles in circuit. When the traveler 
visited the place, Ujjayini had only three or four Buddhist monasteries in 
a good shape, sheltering about 300 monks. Extensive excavation at 
Ujjain already alluded to have proved that the period, 500 B.C. and 200 
^^ ^ Ibid, 63-64 
313 
314 
Madhya Pradesh District Gazetteers- Ujjain, Bhopal, 1982, p. 369. 
R.K. Mookerji,/^s/io/co, Delhi, 1962, p. 123. 
^^ ^ IVIadhya Pradesh district Gazetteers - Ujjain, p. 369. 
^^ ^ lAR, 1957-58, p. 34. 
317 Cunningham, The Ancient Geography of India, pp. 412-13. 
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B.C. was of great prosperity. Period III is credited by the excavator 
witli a long life from c. 200 BC to c. A.D. 1300 319 
In the seventh century Ujjain was included in the empire of 
Harsha- Vardhan of Kanauj. After his death in 648, a period of 
revolution and unrest prevailed till the rise of the Rajput clans in the ninth 
century, when Ujjain fell to the Paramaras. Alberuni describes Ujjain 
as a stage on the route between Dhar and Bhilsa, and also refers to the 
Mahalcal idol at Ujjain.^ '^ When Paramara Bhoja (1011- 1055 A.D.), 
shifted his capital to Dhara, Ujjain lost its importance. On the decline of 
the Paramara power the place appears to have fallen temporarily to the 
Chauhans. 
VIKRAMSHILA: 
Vikramshila, situated in Bhagalpur district of Bihar has no 
pretention of being an ancient town of importance, a metropolis, or a 
centre of trade. This university town was laid by the king Dharmapal of 
the Pala dynasty in the later part of the eighth century A.D. and flourished 
^^ ^ lAR, 1957-58, pp. 35-36. 
319 R.S. Sharma, Urban Decoy in India, p. 68. 
^^° Before the conquest of Kanauj, Ujjain was the original seat of power of the 
Gurjara-Pratiharas (H.C. Ray, Dynastic History ofNorttiern India, 11, pp. 837-39). 
"^ HIED, I, p. 59. 
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well for four hundred years, when it was completely destroyed by the 
Muslims invaders. 
The Palas, as patrons of learning had generously endowed this 
centre with grants making provision for the maintenance of more than 
108 university professors, who resided in the campus and a large number 
of non- resident ones. There was a large vihara in that area. In the centre 
was a big Buddhist temple surrounded by 108 smaller ones. 
Although a centre of Buddhist and Tantric learning, Vikramshila 
had provision for instructions in metaphysics, logic, rituals and other 
subjects. In the reign of Dharmapala, the Chancellor of the university was 
Acharya Buddha Janapada. Other distinguished figures of the university 
were Dipankar, Asita and Ratnakara. The former was specially invited to 
Tibet. The monk, who had come here at royal invitation found in the 
assembly of Bhikshus 8000 monks. He stayed there for three years from 
A.D. 1035-38. The names of several other scholars, who had gone to 
Tibet including Kamalkulisa, Narendra-Srijnana, Danarkshita and few 
others. This university town was destroyed in 1203 AD. 
322 B.N. Puri, Cities of Ancient India, p.131-32. 
^^ ^ Ibid, pp. 132-33. 
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VARANASI: 
Varanasi situated in Uttar Pradesh was the capital of Kashi 
Janapada. It was named Varanasi because of its location between the two 
rivers Varuna and Asi. It was the sacred city of Brahmanical, Jaina, and 
Buddhist religions.^ '^* 
Varanasi was also a centre of education and culture before the rise 
of the Gahadavalas. Alberuni as early as the 11* century noticed that 
"Hindu sciences have retired far away from those parts of the country 
conquered by us, and have fled to the places, which our hands have not 
yet reached, to Kashmir, Banaras and other places." 
The rise of the Gahadavalas by the end of the 11 century added 
political importance to the cultural and religious fame of Varanasi. 
Though, the Gahadvala kings are referred to in Indian literature as both 
'lord of Kanyakubja' and 'lord of Varanasi', the inscriptional evidences 
reveal that this town was probably an administrative centre of the 
Gahadavala dominion. Lakshmidhara refers to about 350 religious 
^^ "^ Kalpana Jha, Urbanisation in Early Medieval North India, An Analysis of the 
Samaraichchakaha, Patna, 1992, p. 37. 
^^^ Alberuni's India, \, p. 12. 
^^^ The inscriptional records enumerate that area of Kashi, (Banaras) and Kusika 
(Kanauj) comprised within the empire of Gahadavala ruler 
Chandradeva(M,XV,pp.7-8). 
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shrines of Puranic fame to which the Gahadavala kings appear to have 
made some additions. 
The above account, which portrays a picture of a variety of urban 
centres in different parts of northern India undoubtedly substantiate not 
onJy the existence but also the flourishment of towns and cities in the 
feudal set up of early medieval period. The thesis of'Third Urbanisation' 
thus seems to be relevant and juxtaposed for the aforesaid period. 
^ " Roma Niyogi, op. cit., pp. 235-36. 
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CHAPTER- III 
ADMIlISTEATlVfe 
0E6ANISAT1 
ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANISATION 
The rulers of the early medieval period introduced some administrative 
measures in the towns to protect the life and property of people from 
internal as well as external dangers. There were different varieties of 
towns, such as capital towns, towns with provincial and district 
headquarters. Some of these towns were placed under the charge of 
feudal lords in the form of the territorial estates governed by them as 
fiefs. The towns were usually having capitals ruled over by a bureaucratic 
system, headed by the king as the supreme authority. 
The administrative system of capital town was divided into different 
departments i.e. executive, judicial and military etc. Each department was 
headed by separate officers. There were central and local officers. The 
central officers were governed by the centre, whereas the local officers 
were concerned with the local affairs of the town. 
The inscriptions of the Chandella period provide information about the 
administration of the forts (pura or durga). The Ajaygarh rock inscription 
of the time of Chandella ruler Bhojavarman states that one Anand, bom 
in kayastha family of Jajuka, was appointed by the king Trailokyavarman 
as the governor of the fort of Jayapura {durgadhikari). 
Most of the authorities on ancient Indian administration declare that 
a state {raj'ya) constituted by seven elements (saptang), viz., svamin 
(ruler of sovereign) amatya (ministers), janpada or rastra (the 
territory of the state and its people), durga (fortified city or capital), 
kosha (accumulated wealth in the ruler's treasury), danda (army), 
mitra (friends or allies). Sukra compares the seven angas of the 
kingdom to the organs of the body, viz., "the king is the head, the 
ministers are the eyes, ally the ears, treasury the mouth, army the 
mind, capital and rastra are hands and feet."^ 
The King was an absolute monarch, head of the civil as well as 
military administration, with his powers circumscribed indeed by the 
will of the overlord, if he had any. He ruled over the kingdom from 
his capital. He formed the key stone of the administrative system. He 
was divine, if he upheld the established moral and social order, and 
E\, I, p. 334; The fort of Ajayagarh is always mentioned as Jayapuradurga in 
inscriptions (N.S. Bose, op. cit., p. 11). 
^ P.V. Kane, History of Dharmasastra, vols. I, II, III, Poona, 1930,41,46, vol. Ill, p. 17. 
^ Sukranitisara, Eng. tr. B.K. Sarkar, Allahabad, 1923 (2"'' edn.), I, pp. 122-24. 
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fought against the enemies. Sometimes, he had to consult his ministers 
on ail important matters of poUty, internal as well as external. 
The imperial titles though sometimes conventional assumed by 
some rulers probably denote the rule and the sovereignty of central 
authority being recognised by the ruling chiefs. The early rulers of the 
Chandella dynasty are given the simple royal epithets i.e. nripa, 
bhupa, raja, mahipala etc. Such titles were assumed by them in the 
capacity of feudal chiefs ruling over their respective territories, while 
after the declaration of independence during the reign of Dhanga (c. 
A.D. 954-1008), they assumed the fijll imperiaj titles,"* viz., 
parambhattaraka, maharajadhiraja , paramesvara, kalanjaradhipati. 
Among the Chauhana rulers of Sakambhari Simharaja was the first 
to assume the title of maharajadhiraja by releasing his territory from 
the suzerainty of the Pratiharas.^ From the times of Prithviraja I 
onwards, they prefixed the titles such as parambhattaraka 
maharajadhiraja paramesvara^ 
The Paramara rulers in early times were known as 
maharajadhiraja, nripas and bhupas. But from the time of Vakapati II 
" N.S. Bose, op. cit., p. 121. 
^ El, II, p. 117-119. 
D. Sharma, Early Chauhan Dynasties, p. 195. 
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onwards the Paramaras of Malwa assumed the imperial title like 
paramabattaraka maharajadiraja paramesvara. The epithet used by 
the kings of Gahadavala dynasty was paramabhattaraka 
Q 
maharajadhiraja paramesvara. 
The capital towns generally became seats of government and the 
number of ministers depended upon the size of the kingdom. 
The highest officer in the state was mahamantrin (prime minister), 
who exercised general supervision over all departments. He was the 
most trusted and influential member of the administrative 
organisation. He advised the king on various matters. That the advise 
of an efficient ministers is regarded as unalterable is proved fi"om 
various evidence. Suyya^ was the prime-minister of king 
Avantivannan of Kashmir. Kadambavasa was the chief adviser of 
Prithviraja III.'^ In the reign of Paramaras the prime-minister was 
known as mahapradhan. Rudraditya'' was the prime-minister of 
Paramara Vakpati II and Purusottam was the mahapradhana of 
^ P. Bhatia, op. cit., p. 201. 
^ Chandradeva was the first Gahadavala king, who assumed the imperial title 
paramabhattaraka maharajadhiraja paramesvara {El, XIV, pp. 193-94). 
^ P.N.K. Bhamzai, Cultural ar)d Political History of Kashmir, I, p. 183. 
°^ PV, pp. 35-50. 
^^  Prabandhachintamani, p. 22. 
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Yashovarman. During the reign of Bhoja-Paramara Rohaka was the 
prime-minister of kingdom. It appears that there was a long tradition 
of appointing prime-minister in the reign of different rulers of our 
period. Prahandhchintamani of Merutunga informs that a faithful 
mahamatya of the king Munja, who committed suicide in sheer 
despair when he found his master embarking on an expedition against 
his advice.' 
Rajatarangini, an account of Kashmir informs us that the highest 
officer of the state was sarvadhikarin (Prime-minister). Before the 
establishment of the Lobar dynasty Tunga, a Khasa from Baddivasa 
became the Prime-minister.'^ He continued to hold this covet post 
during the reign of king Samgramraja, the first king of Lobar 
dynasty.'^ In the reign of king Jayasimha (A.D. 1128-49) of Kashmir 
Sringara, son of Sajjaka was appointed prime minister. 17 
^^  \A, XIX, p. 349. 
13 Prabandhachintamani, p. 25. 
^'^ lA, IV, p. 97, see R.C. Majumdar, The Struggle for Empire, p. 275. 
^^  Krishna Mohan, Early Medieval History of Kashmir, Hev^j Delhi, 1981, p. 96-7. 
^^Ibid. 
'' Ibid. 
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The Mau stone inscription of the Chandella king 
Madanavarmanadeva mentions one Prabhasa, who was of religious 
merit, excellence and eloquence; whom good men wanted to see for 
their welfare.'^ He was appointed as chief of all the ministers 
{akhilamantrimukhya) by Dhanga (c.A.D. 950-1008) and Ganda (c. 
A.D. 1008-1017) of Chandella dynasty.^° After the death of Prabhasa, 
Jajuka was probably prime-minister of Ganda and continued to 
occupy this covet post during the reign of Vidyadhara (c. A.D. 1017-
1029) and Vijayapala, i.e., for approximately 33 years. 
Mahasandhivigrahika was a minister for war and peace. He had to 
draft royal charters and despatches. Generally, good scholars were 
appointed to this post. Rajsallakhana was the minister of war and 
peace for Paramara king, Arjunvarman. Lakshmidhar describes 
himself as a mahasandhivigrahika (minister for peace and war) and 
1R 
F. Kielhorn states that the inscription in its present state contains no date but as it 
clearly is of the time of the Chandella king Madanavarman, it must be referred to 
about the middle of the twelfth century A.D. (El, I, p. 196). 
'' Ibid. 
°^ El, \, p. 199, v.v. 20-21. 
^^  Ibid, p. 333, v.v. 5-6. 
^^  P. Bhatia, op. cit., p. 210. 
^^  Roma IMiyogi, op. cit., p.l49. 
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mantrisvara. The Batesvar stone inscription of the Chandella ruler 
Paramardideva dated V.S. 1252 (A.D. 1195) records that one 
Gadadhara of the Cauda family, who was a supreme chief of poets 
{kavicakravartin), the first among the learned (vidyavatamsa), was the 
great minister of peace and war {sandhivigrah-maha-sachiva) of 
Paramardideva.^^ The Paramara feudatories had also their own 
sandhivigrahika, i.e., Vaman was the sandhivigrahika of Vigraharaja, 
the Paramara ruler of Vagada. Mahasandhivigrahika of Guhila ruler 
Allata (10 century A.D.), who ruled over Ahar, was Durlabhraja. 
Pratihara (Chamberlain) was the officer in-charge of the gate of 
palace or capital. This official is mentioned in the records of the 
Pratihara kings and in Arthshastra of Kautilya and is called as 
dauvarika. The literary sources and inscriptions make mention of 
the pratihara (chamberlain), whose duty was to present visitors or 
guests to the kings. As the pratihara was very near to the king's 
person and was often present on important occasions, his post was a 
' ' Ibid. 
^^  El, I, p. 211, V. 30. 
^^  El, XXI, p. 54, P. Bhatia, pp. 210-11. 
^^  K.C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns ofRajastlian, p. 476. 
^^  El, XVIII, p. 107, R.S. Tripathi, op. cit., p. 342. 
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prominent one. The Pratihara of the Chandella king, Paramardideva 
is praised as "beloved of goodmen", "a favourite counsellor 
30 {sacivaviramy and "a wise man". 
Senapati or Dandanayak was also the important officer. He was 
chief of the army. Senapati of Chauhana ruler Vigraharaja IV was 
Simharaja. During the reign of Prithviraja III this post was probably 
held by Bhuvanaikamalla Chedi. Pratapagarh inscription of 
^^  El, I, p. 206, V. 40. 
itct[T ^^PdtjJii 
c{lc+1l>Hcfl yl^ldHRiHI nfcTfRf f^T^?^: I |Xo 11 
'° Ibid, I, p. 336, V. 10. 
^^  According to Agni- Purana the Senapati must be either a Brahman or Kshatriya 
(P.V. Kane, op. cit.. Vol. Ill, p. 127). Sukra enumerates that a Kshatriya should be 
preferred as senapati but if a valiant Kshatriya be not available, a Brahman may be 
chosen, a vaisya or a Sudra should not be selected (Sukranitisara, II, pp. 865-66). 
Ichchhawar Plate of Chandella king Paramardideva dated V.S. 1228 is recorded to 
have granted a village to a Brahman Senapati Madanapalasarmana, who is stated 
the son of tlial<l<ura Mahesvara(//A, XXV, pp. 207, Journal of Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, LXIV, I, pp. 155-58 hereafter JyASS). 
^^  D. Sharma, Early Chauhan dynasties, p.l98. 
^^  PV, IX, pp. 86-88. 
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Pratihara ruler Mahendrapala II dated V.S. 1003 (A.D.946) records 
that during his reign mahadandanayak Madhava was governing at 
Ujjayani.^ '* The Tilakamanjari gives information of a dandanayak of 
Uttarapath and a dandanayak for Dakshinapatha. The Paramara 
Bhoja might have had two dandanayakas, one for the north and the 
other for the south of his empire. 
There were several names of other officers known to us from 
inscriptions and literary sources. Baladhikrit was the commander of 
forces. Dandapashik was the head of a group of policeman. Sulkika 
was the collector of custom duties. 
In the vital strategic towns, there were custom-houses for the 
collection of custom duties on the goods entering the city. Sometimes, 
the expenses of religious centres were provided by the custom houses. 
An inscription dated 1156 A.D. of the Chalukya king Kumarpala 
records the grant of one dramma per day from the custom house of 
^^  E\, XIV, pp.185, line 19. 
^^  P. Bhatia, op. cit., pp. 210-11. 
^^Ibid. 
^^  Dhanapala, Tilakamanjari (ed.), Bhavadatta Sastri and K.P. Parab, Bombay, 1903, 
p. 96, 97,148; The Tilakamanjari however differentiates the Baladhikrita from the 
senapati and makes him very much junior to the latter (Tilakamanjari, p.l48j. 
^^  Et, XIX, p. 73. 
'' Ibid. 
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Nadol to the temple of Lakshmaneshvara.'**^ Nadol Plates of 
Alhandeva dated V.S.1218 informs that Alhandeva (Chauhan ruler of 
Marwar line) made a grant to the Jaina temple of Mahavira of a sum 
of five drammas to be paid from the custom house of Nadol. There 
was also a market tax on goods brought here for sale and also for tolls 
of roads ."^^ The Somanath temple inscription of Shergarh informs that 
in 1018 A.D. Varanga (marggadaye kauptika) was an officer 
connected with the collection of tolls on roads at Shergarh.'*"^  
Akshapatalika was the depository of the legal documents. He may 
be compared to the accounts officer or more correctly the accountant -
general.'* As said by Lakshmidhara the aksa-raksita or aksa-
paripalaka must not only have knowledge of income and expenditure 
but should also be well informed about the produce of land."*^  Some 
'^ ° ARRMA, 1937, No. 8, see also, K.C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns of Rajastlian, p. 
478. 
^^  El, IX, p. 65-66, vv. 13,14. 
'' Ibid. 
^^£/,XXIII, p. 140, line, 3,4. 
m^. 'io\9<t ^ (^) ^ 3 ^ 5 ^ #TM5Ttgi^ <fi1P<i*-
'^^ P. Bhatia, op. cit., p. 213. 
^^ Cf. Roma Niyogi, op. cit., pp. 152-53. 
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inscriptions refer to the superior officer called mahaksapatalika^^ In 
the sovereignty of Gahadavala king Jayachandra, we find the names 
of mahaksapatalika Sripati and Bhogaditya and aksapatalika 
Vivika.^ ^ 
The Talara or Talaradhyaksa was the kotwal of the town. 
Sanderav stone inscription of Kelhanadeva dated V.S.I221 refers that 
when Kelhana was ruling, there was a talara to govern Sandhera.^^ He 
is also known as a nagararakshaka. '^ 
The Mahattam, who according to the references in 
Upmitibhavaprapanchkaha seems to have been an officer of the town, 
responsible for its civil administration. 
The Dandapasika^ was a police officer who carried a danda in his 
hand. His duty was to be a watch and ward of the town and to produce 
the culprit in the court. 54 
^^  /A XVIII, p. 136. 
'^'' Roma NlyogI, op. cit., p. 153. 
"•^  \A, LVI, p. 12. 
"^^ P. Bhatia, op. cit., p.240. 
^° E/, XI, p. 47, line 1 and 2. 
^^  Ibid. 
^^Upmitibhavaprapanchkaha, p. 243, C.F. P. Bhatia, op. cit.. In the reign of Paramara 
Munj, Chachcha was the mahattama (El, XXIX, p. 28). 
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The towns had their poHce officers Hke talaras or dandapasika 
whose duty was not only to watch and ward the town, investigating a 
crime, arresting the criminal and producing him in the court but they 
had also to check the unruly elements in the town and put a control 
and guard them. Even their duty was to keep an eye on the courtesans 
as well as the people who visited them.^ ^ 
There were some towns, which were under the possession of feudal 
lords. These feudal lords were variously known as ranakas, rautas, 
rajputras, hhoktas, thakuras, mandalikas, nripas, mahasamantas and 
mandalesvars etc. They recognised the suzerainty of the king, 
maintained their own forts, palaces and courts. It was the duty of these 
feudal lords that they should supply a certain quota of soldiers and 
paid annually the sum fixed by the state government. The most 
important responsibility of these feudal lords was that they required to 
put down minor disturbances, to safeguard the highway passing 
through their territory and to recover and return any article, that might 
be lost in the towns and villages under their jurisdiction. 
" E\, XIX, p. 37. 
'' Ibid. 
^^Srinagarmanjarikatha, p. 87. 
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During the period (c. A.D. 800-1200) under review the dynasties 
such as the Palas, the Pratiharas, the Chalukyas, the Chauhanas, the 
Chandellas, the Kalachuris and the Gahadavalas governed their 
respective territories through their subordinate feudal lords. Arthuna 
inscription of Vijayaraja dated V.S.I 166 refers that he was ruling at 
Vagada as a feudal lord of the Paramaras of Malwa.^ ^ During 1143 
A.D. Rajyapaladeva was governing Nadalai through his feudatory 
en 
Rajadeva of the Guhila family. 
The towns of the period under study seem to have played their role 
as an administrative unit. The kingdom was divided into mandalas or 
bhuktis, which were further divided in to vishayas. Mandaleshvara 
and Vishayapati were the heads of the mandalas and vishayas 
respectively. Mandor, Sanderava, Nadalai, Korta etc. were 
headquarters of the administrative unit of the Chahamanas of Nadol. 
Narhad was the district headquarter of the Chauhanas in 1158 A.D.^ ^ 
Bhikampur was headquarter of the mandala (province) including the 
territory of Palavardhika.^^ 
^^  El, XXI, p. 54, vv.25-26. 
" El, XI, p. 41. 
^^ARRMA, 1932-33, No. 3, p. 2. 
^^  K.C. Jain. Ancient Cities and Towns ofRajasthan, p. 480. 
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The town council was known as panchakulla or the committee of 
five.^ ° It was the most important committee which managed the civil 
affairs of the town. The Panchkula registered land grants and were 
associated with the administration of justice. The government officers 
such as mahattam and baladhikrit, assisted this council in the 
discharge of its duties. An inscription from Shergarh refers three 
merchants as making a grant to the bhattaraka Naganaka of the 
Somanath temple in the year 1017 A.D. out of the mandapika tax.^' 
These merchants seem to have constituted to town committee in 
charge of the collection, as well as of the disbursement of the local 
taxes.^^ 
In 1132, a committee consisting of the panchakula of the town was 
appointed to look after the religious benefaction made by Rudrapala 
and Amritpala, sons of Rayapala in conjunction with their queen 
mother Manaladevi to the Jaina saints at Nadalai.^^ 
Regarding the procedures selection of candidates on different posts 
sometimes, the town was divided into wards, each ward sent its town 
^° PRAS, WC, 1910-11, p. 39. 
^^El, XXIII, p. 138. 
'' Ibid. 
" D. Sharma, Early Chauhan Dynasties, p. 204. 
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member to the committee. In the Dhalop, there were eight ward and 
each of which used to send two representatives.^ "* Probably elderly 
persons possessing moral, literary, and property qualifications must 
have been sent by a general consensus of opinion of the residents. 
Sometime they were selected by lot.^ ^ 
It may be marked out that the above mentioned official staffs, 
sometimes allied with same impermanent or non hereditary post 
holders systematically governed all the affairs of administrative 
machinery of different states during the early medieval period. It is 
almost unquestionable that all the capital cities known as the 
established towns during this period had the recognised political 
status, while many of them were the centres of commerce and, craft 
and same, which were the representatives of the religious activities 
were in a position of their governance in the form of an officialdom. 
^^  El, XI, p. 39. 
65 For the detailed discussion on the Panchakula, see, A.K. Majumdar, op. cit., pp. 
239-42. 
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CHAPTER- IV 
COlOMf 
ECONOMY 
After the decline of the Gupta Empire two significant 
transformations came into existence subsequently in Indian history. First, 
the feudalization of state system and secondly, the decline of trade and 
commerce resulting in the changing scenario of the whole early medieval 
Indian history including socio-economic and religious structures. 
The declining position of the king owing to the phenomenon of 
sub-infeudation and fragmentation of political power in many hands 
resulted in remarkable changes in each and every sphere of contemporary 
history. A watermark change took place in economy, which was now 
feudal economy instead of central economy. The decline of trade in silk 
with the Byzantine empire during post Gupta period, in which northern 
India was an active participant had led to significant transformations in 
the economy. With the disturbed condition in west created by the 
expansion of Arabs, with growing danger in sea piracy, and with the 
political conflision and chaos following the downfall of the Gupta empire, 
there appears to have started the process of retrogression in external as 
well as internal commerce in India. 
^ R.S. Sharma, Indian feudalism, 3"^ edn.. New Delhi, 2005, pp.49-50. 
^ G.F. Hourani, Arab Seafaring in the Indian Ocean in Ancient and Early Medieval 
Times, Princeton University, 1951, p.70. 
R.S. Sharma in his book entitled 'Urban Decay in India' has 
explained the process of decay of great towns of northern India. He 
argues that towns which were distinguished by craft and commerce 
reached the zenith of prosperity during c.200 B.C. to A.D. 300. The urban 
centers of Kusana and Satavahana period had sharply declined in the 
second half of the third century or during the fourth century. This period 
marked the first stage in urban decay."^  He further argues that the second 
phase of urban decay appears after the sixth century A.D. and its 
begirming synchronizes with the fall of the Gupta empire."^  But he admits 
that this phase was not as widespread as the first one.^ 
According to him the second phase of urban decay is linked with 
the decline of trade. Trade was carried on by Byzantine with India until 
the fifth century AD. The decline of long distance trade accelerated the 
disappearance of urban centres after the sixth century AD.^ 
R.S. Sharma also argued that the trading activity in early medieval 
India was not stopped during 750 to 1000 A.D. but, signs of foreign trade 
^ R.S. Sharma, Urban Decay in India, pp. 122-26. 
*lbid. 
^ Ibid. 
^ Ibid, p. 81. 
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and commerce between 600 and 900 A.D. seem to be very weak. He 
further mentions that the evidences for external commerce of this period 
are incomparable to the Indo-Roman trade of the periods of Satavahanas 
and Kusanas and also with Byzantine empire of Gupta period; 
notwithstanding a sizable coastal trade was carried between India, on the 
one hand and the Persian Gulf and Arabia via the Arab sea, on the other 
hand.^  
B.N.S. Yadav has used same distinct other parameters to define the 
economy of early mediaeval age. He clearly divided this age into two 
parts^: 
Early part of early medieval age which range from 7* century 
A.D. to 10* century AD. 
Later or revival part of early medieval age which started from 
11 century A.D. onwards. 
According to him, the early part of early medieval age witnessed a 
rapid decline in trade and commerce. During this period foreign trade 
with western part of the world was declined and the Arabs took up whole 
^ R.S. Sharma, Indian feudalism, op. cit., p. 209. 
^Ibid. 
^ B.N.S. Yadav, op. cit, pp. 271-84. 
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trading activity in this area.'^ Side by side the navigational activities also 
faced danger at the hands of pirates." Trade and commercial activities 
had also suffered to a greater extent owing to the fratricidal wars and 
clannish politics prevailing in northern India, which resulted in the 
creation of the feeling of insecurity in the minds of traders and 
merchants. During this period the physical dangers of long distance 
trade had also been considerably increased owing to the activities of 
professional robbers. The literary sources of the period viz. the 
Trisastisalakapurusa-charit, the Upamitibhava-prapancha-katha and 
Kathasaritasagar reveal the fear of robbers existing in the minds of 
travelling merchants. 
Regarding the inland trade, Lallanji Gopal suggests that the 
merchants feared not only the gangs of professional robbers but also petty 
feudal chiefs, who used to take benefits of political chaos and weakness 
^°G.F. Hourani, op. cit., p. 70. 
'' Ibid. 
^^  Kathasaritasagra mentions that a vaisya going from Ujjaini to Puskaravati was 
captured with three other merchants by a Tajika. That Tajika sold them to another 
Tajika, who again sent them as a present to a Turk. After some time when 
merchants were set free they decided to leave Uttarapatha and to return to 
Dakshinapatha( Kathasaritasagra C.F. B.N.S. Yadav op.cit., chp. VI). 
^^B.N.S.Yadav,op.cit.,p.272. 
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of central government and found robbery as highly profitable.'"* He also 
adds that the political disorder of the time and the frequent feudal raids 
and internecine wars must have hampered trade by adding to the 
insecurity and disturbances created by other factors.'^ 
B.N.S. Yadav argues that the feudal tendencies, which proceeded 
with the depression in trade and commerce, began, in turn, to hamper 
them further by giving rise to many handicaps and obstructions. Thus 
pillaging and banditry may be found ever in earlier ages in varying 
degrees, but the frequent occurrence of such activities was endemic in the 
feudal set up characterized by the depression in economic life, the 
fragmentation of political authority, and a wide decentralization of 
military power which could be directly applied to economic ends.' 
" Lallanji Gopal, The Economic Life in Northern India, (c. A.D. 700 to 1200), Delhi, 
1989, pp.102-03; D. Sharma while quoting the Puratanaprabandhasangraha and 
Nainsi's Khyat reveals that Lakshmana, the founder of Chahamana dynasty of 
Nadol, in the capacity of the feudatory chief of the Pratiharas had robbed some 
caravans of all its horses and that his looting expedition extended to the confines 
of Mewar and Gujarat (D. Sharma, Early Chauhan Dynasties, p. 121-23). 
^^  Medhatithi states that the merchants, who prepare to go on a trading journey to a 
distant city but are unable to do so, bonded to back because of political upheavals 
and disturbances. Prabandhachintamani reveals also the traveling insecurity due 
to political chaos. (For detail see Lallanji Gopal, op. cit., chs. V). 
" B.N.S. Yadav, op. cit., p. 221. 
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During this period the economic condition characterized by a 
considerable weakness of trade and commerce is furnished by the virtual 
disappearance of the seals of guilds and the poor state of coinage. During 
the first phase of early medieval period gold coins were generally 
abandoned and silver and copper coins do not appear to have been issued 
on any noticeable scale. In this phase gold coins were almost absent in 
India. In the post Gupta period, the scarcity of coins has been questioned 
by scholars. Many historians have argued about the close relation 
between coinage and flourishing trade and attributed the scarcity of coins 
in the period under review to dwindling foreign trade.'^ Money was the 
symbol of urban prosperity and paucity of coins reveals the disintegration 
of urban life during the first phase of the early medieval India. 
The period from 11^  century A.D. witnessed certain significant 
features such as the increasing productivity in agriculture, developing 
^^ Lallanji Gopal, op. cit., pp. 215-21. 
^^ C.J. Brown, The Coins of India, Calcutta,1922, pp. 50-55; L Gopal, op.cit., pp. 215-
21; R.S. Sharma, Urban decay in India, pp. 122-26; D.C. Sircar, Early Indian 
Numismatic and Epigraphical studies, Chs., 3-7.; Bela Lahiri 'Complexities in Study 
of Early Medieval Coins of Northern India', (Journal of Numismatic Society of India, 
Varanasi, 1980, XLII, pp. 84-86. hereafter JA/S/j. 
^^  Y.D. Singh, 'Copper Coins and Their Minting in Early Medieval Kashmir: A Problem' 
(JNSI, XLIV, 1982, pp. 180-84), Bela Lahiri, op. cit., JNSI, Vol. XLII, 1980, p. 88. 
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state of industry and development of trade and commerce, revival of 
money based exchange resulting in the revival of urban life. 
The invasion of Mahmud of Ghaznin must have created an adverse 
effect on the trade and commerce as well as the general prosperity of the 
affected regions. But, when the some parts of Punjab had turned into 
province of his territorial kingdom, it began to be a centre of Muslim 
traders, which led to the revival of the commercial activities in that area.^ *^  
Some cities or towns like Anahilwada, Cambay, Multan, Arthuna, Ahar, 
Chandravati, Sambhar, Pali, etc. emerged as commercial centres. 
The Arab account of the foreign commerce of India mentions about 
many Indian ports. These accounts suggest the revival of trade on the 
western coastal area from 10* century A.D. During the 11* and 12* 
centuries A.D. northern India witnessed a volume of commercial 
activities, which had already been declined during the fourth century 
following the collapse of the Gupta reign. One of the most important 
reasons of the developing internal trade seems to have been the revival of 
foreign trade. According to R.S. Sharma the nature of foreign commerce 
°^ This event took place in the first half of 11^ '^  century. 
^^ Cambay, Somanath-pattana, Broach etc., port towns are frequently mentioned by 
the Arab travelers (See HIED, I, II). 
^^  R.S. Sharma, Indian Feudalism, op. cit., p. 209. 
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seems to have undergone a change. During the early centuries of 
Christian era India exported luxury articles such as spices, silk and fine 
muslins. Since the 11* century it was extended to tanned leather, leather 
goods, buckram and other textiles.^ ^ The Arab and Chinese^ "^  sources 
reveal that sugarcane and ginger were exported from Gujarat and 
Malwa.^ ^ 
Industries always played an important role in the development of 
towns and cities. The literary text, archaeological sources and evidences 
of foreign accounts reveal the progress in industry, which becomes 
further evident by the development in external and internal trade and the 
growing prosperity of towns during the 11 and 12 centuries. 
The references to weavers, thread, cotton and the description of 
variety of costumes and dresses of people made of different material have 
been abundantly traced out. The Arab merchant Sulaiman, Ibn 
^^  Ibid, p. 211. 
^'^ P. Niyogi, op. c\t., p. 147. 
26 
Sugarcane was one of the principle products of Malwa. The existence of sugar 
industry can be reveled from the epigraphic mention of gur and sugar being taxed 
by the kings [El, XIV, p. 303). 
Sulaiman in his account brings high praise to the excellent quality of Bengal fabrics 
of which so fine and delicate is the material that a dress made of it may be passed 
through a signet-ring {HIED, I, p. 361). 
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Khuradadba,^ ^ Al-Idrisi,^ ^ Ibn-HaukaP^ provide a valuable information 
regarding the volume of textile industry in northern India. An inscription 
from the town of Arthuna mentions that here trade was carried on in 
articles of daily consumption such as grain, thread, cotton cloth, salt, 
sugar and oil.^ " It appears that madder was brought from Bengal to 
Arthuna for sale. '^ The Manasollasa also reveals the names of various 
important centres of textile industry. 
Another prominent flourishing industry during this period was of 
I T 
leather. Cambay was probably an important centre of this industry. 
Kshemendra refers to leather water -bags and leather shoes.^ '* Kalhana 
" Khuradadba also referred to the fine cloth produced in Bengal (Ibid, p. 14). 
^^  Idrisi stated that the town of Multan manufactured cotton cloths and sold thenn in 
the country around (Ibid, p. 92). 
Ibn-Haukal has reported that the people from Cambay to Saimur used fine muslin 
garments [HIED, p. 39). 
^° B, XIV, 21, V. 69. 
^^Ibid. 
^^  Manasollasa quoted in B.N.S. Yadav, op. cit., p. 263. 
The testimony of Al-Masudi reveals that sandals produced there were known as 
'sanda\s of Cambay', (see B.N. Sharma, Social and Cultural History of Northern 
India c. 1000-1200 A.D., New Delhi, 1972, p. 148). 
^'^ P.C. Jain, Socio-Economic Exploration of Mediaeval India (from 800 to 1300 A.D.), 
Delhi, 1976, p. 193. 
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mentions to the leather-workers in Kashmir."^ ^ The association of leather 
workers is also referred by Lakshmidhara. 
Alberuni refers to the shoemakers as a class belonging to one of the 
eight guilds.^ ^ Hemchandra mentions to many types of shoes and 
shoemakers.^ ^ In the 11* and 12* centuries tanned leather and leather 
goods were exported to Middle East and China, which resulted in a 
flourishing industry at home. 
Shipbuilding activity was also an important reason to the progress 
of trade and commerce. In the Yuktikalpataru there is a detailed 
description of various kinds of boats and their timber used for making 
these vessels.'^ ^ Ferry toll was lived on trade by boats, which proved to be 
^^  Rajatarangini, IV, 55, VI 82, VII 955, VIII 2405. 
^^  B.P. Mazumdar, Socio-Economic History of Northern India (c. 1030-1194 A.D.), 
Calcutta, 1960, p. 204. 
^^  Alberuni's India, I, p. 101. 
TO 
A.K. Majumdar, op. clt, p. 261. 
^^  R.S. Sharma, Indian Feudalism, op. cit., p. 213. 
^° Bhoja, Yuktikalpataru, ed., Isvara Chandra Shastrl, Calcutta, 1917, pp. 57-59. 
During the days of the composition of Yuktikalpataru, it appears that ship building 
was highly advanced. Bhoja advised the builder of the sea-faring ships not to join 
the flanks with iron, as in that case the magnetic iron in sea water could expose 
the ship to danger. He favoured the joining of flank by rope (R.K. Mukerjee, Indian 
Shipping and IVIaritime activity, Bombay, 1912, p. 21). 
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an additional source of revenue to the royal treasury."*' The kings also 
made use of boats for their military expedition.'^ ^Mahmud of Ghaznin is 
also reported to have gained a victory over the Jats in 1026 A.D. by use 
ofl400boats.'*^ 
The epigraphs of our period also make mention to the sailors and 
boatmen.'*'' Wood and timber were also useful for making tools and 
fumiture"*^  for building purpose/^ for making carts,"*^  litters (dola, 
chaturadola, astadola) etc. 
^^ P. Bhatia, op. cit., p. 302-03. 
"•^  El, \, p. 307. 
'*^  HIED, II, p. 478; The Jats sensing the strategy of Mahmud, counter attacked with 
44 
the 8000 boats and completely routed him (Ibid). 
El, XIX, pp. 279-80. 
"^^ Tilakamanjari and Sringarmanjarikatha mention, wooden furniture viz., couches, 
chairs, bedsteads, small seats (pithas), wooden pegs, wooden sandals, wooden 
comb etc(for detail see P.C. Jain, op. cit., pp. 204-05). Alberuni mentions guild of 
basket and shield makers (Alberuni's India, p. 101). 
^^ Kalhana refers to the wooden buildings and houses in Kashmir (Rajatarangini, VIII. 
2390). Hemchandra mentions to a carpenter commissioned to build barracks for 
the accommodation of a king's armed force {P.C. Jain, op. cit., p. 172). The edifice 
of the famous Somanath temple in Gujarat was erected on 56 pillars of teak wood 
covered with lead (HIED, I, pp. 98-99). 
^^ An inscription of Kalhanadeva dated 1164 A.D. mentions to rathkaras (chariot or 
cart builders), who were residing at Sanderva in Rajasthan [El, XI, p. 47). 
'^^ P.C. Jain, op. cit., p. 204. 
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From the 11' century A.D. onwards we also find signs of progress 
in internal trade and commerce. Some other minor industries, which were 
also existing and flourishing in the towns during the 11^  and 12* 
centuries, resulted in the progress of internal trade and commerce. Among 
these the foremost is the metal industry of which the literary and 
archeological sources give vivid description. The metals, which were 
generally used for the articles of domestic purpose, for the weapons of 
war (swords, spear-heads, bows and arrows ardhachandra, naraca, 
parashu etc.), agricultural implements, for the manufacture of jewelry, 
weights and measurements and various other objects were gold {hiranyd) 
silver {rajat), copper (tamrd), iron (loha), lead (shishd), tin (trapu) etc. 
Of the metal industries iron was the most popular one.^ ^ 
Inscriptional and literary sources make mention of lohara (blacksmith), 
who worked on iron.^' Literary sources also mentions to iron and iron 
products. Yuktikalpataru revealed that Banaras, Magadha, Nepal, 
49 
P. Niyogi, op. cit., pp. 242-43. 
^° Most probably the greatest achievement of the iron smiths of this period was the 
famous iron pillar at Dhara (P. Bhatiya, op. cit., p. 302). The implements, which 
were used by the ironsmiths, coppersmiths, carpenters, sculptors and the 
architects, were all made of iron. 
^^El, IV, p. 126; lA, XLI, pp. 20f; J. Burgess, op. cit, pp. 34-35. 
" Yuktikalpataru mentions about the varieties of iron metals (P. Bhatia, op. cit., p. 
302). Alberuni also refers to the makers of arrow, swords, knives, bows, who 
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Saurashtra were the notable centres of the manufacture of swords. 
Various ornaments and other items were made from precious metals like 
gold, silver etc.^ '* The other important metals were brass and copper from 
which daily house-hold utensils were made. 
Stone industry was also an important industry during this period. 
Various types of stones were used for fashioning the sculptures as well as 
the construction of religious edifices, palaces and houses. That the 
various types of marble stones were effectively used in order to highlight 
the beauty of the architectural monuments is evident from numerous 
sculptures and temples found in northern India.^ ^ The use of marble in the 
temples of Mt. Abu reflects the excellence of marble-work. 
Contemporary epigraphs and literary sources present an eulogistic 
account to the skill of stone-workers. The Kaman inscription mentions 
carried on their business in northern India (Alberuni's India, I, p. 61). The idol of 
Somanath was also made of Iron (HIED, \, p. 99). The town of Anahilawada was 
inhabited by ironsmiths (J. Burgess, op. cit., pp. 34-35). 
" Yuktikapataru, p. 150. 
^^ In the town of Anahilawada separate streets were allotted to gold-smiths and 
silver-smiths (J. Burgess, op. cit., pp. 34-35). 
^^  There are references of marble quarries which are worked out at Makarana 
(Nagaur), Kharwa (Ajmerj, Maundia and Bhaislana (Jaipur) etc. (D.N. Wadia, 
Geography of India, London, 1949, p. 335). 
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about the master builder (sthapati). Similarly silakutta as a stone cutter 
en _ 
is mentioned in praiseworthy terms in Siyadoni inscription. Vimal 
Vasahi temple of Mt, Abu was built by the sutradhara (Loyana) and 
Kela^^ and the architect of Luna vasahi temple at the same place was 
Sobhanadeva.^^ 
Besides the above mentioned industries, mining/" ivory,^' glass^ ,^ 
mirrors,^^ umbrellas^ "* etc. were also in the state of flourishment during 
the 11* and 12*^  century. 
^^  El, XXIV, p. 331. 
" Ibid, I, p. 177. 
58 S. Kramrisch,/A/to//nflf/o, London, 1954, p. 211. 
^^  El, IX, p. 149. 
^ Kodambapadraka grant of Naravarman, dated V.S. 1167, informs that the king was 
granting land with the right of Mining gold {El, XX, pp. 106-07). 
Akaradhikarapurusas were officers in-charges of Mines (R.S. Tripathi, op. cit., p. 
343). 
" The Bhatera plate of Govinda Keshava mentions an ivory worker named Rajaviga 
(El, XIX, p. 286). Bhoja informs about the balconies made of ivory {dantavadabhi) 
(Sringaramanjarikatha, p. 46). Al-lstakhari mentions about Ivory dealer at Multan 
(HIED, I, p. 28). 
" A merchant named Padmaraja daily sent to king Bhoja of Malwa, the water of 
Papsudana tirth filled in a large numberof glass jars (Rajatarangini, VII, 190-93). 
^^  Yuktikalpataru mentions a mirror as being prepared from eight different metals 
(S.M. Devi, Economic Condition of Ancient India, from A.D. 750 toA.D. 1200, Delhi, 
1987, p. 116). Several sculptures from Khajuraho show women looking into the 
mirrors (0. Takata, and T. Uneo, The Art of India, Tokyo, 1964). 
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Since the beginning of the U' century A.D. we find the signs of 
revival of coinage in northern India. The revival of coinage also resulted 
in the progress of trade and commerce, both external and internal during 
this period. According to R.S. Sharma the revival of coinage in northern 
India was mainly confined to Uttar Pradesh, Central India, Malwa, 
Gujarat and Rajasthan and the evidence regarding the Eastern India 
including Bengal and Bihar are very weak.^ ^ The first known dynasty of 
the second phase of early medieval northern India, as known to have 
revived the gold coins was that of the Kalacuris of Tripuri. The gold 
coinage of this dynasty was first issued by Gangeyadeva (1015-40 
A.D.).^^ The gold coins of Gangeyadeva follow the weight standard as 
prescribed for a Greek drachma (67.5 grams) . Some gold coins of 
Gangeyadeva, weighing between 59.3 and 63 grains have been 
catalogued by V.A. Smith. The maximum weight of his gold coin is 
^^  Yuktikalpataru recommended different kind of umbrellas for the kings, princes and 
ordinary people (for details see, P. Bhatia, op. cit, p. 302). 
" R.S. Sharma, Indian Feudalism, op. cit., p. 214. 
^^J/VS/, III, pp. 25-27. 
" Ibid. 
"^  V.A. Smith, Catalogue of coins in the Indian Museum Calcutta, I, Oxford, 1906, p. 
252, hereafter COM. 
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69.5 grains. He has issued also silver and copper coins. The coin 
type of Gangeydeva (1015-40 A.D.) was adopted by the Chandella ruler 
Kirtivarman (1060-1100 A.D.). The gold coins of Kirtivarman, weigh 63 
79 
grains and 31 grains. The successors of Kirtivarman issuing the gold 
coins were the Madanavarman^^ and Paramardideva.^ '* 
The Gahadavala kings also issued gold coins and the first ruler of 
this dynasty to issue such coins was Madanpala (1102-1111 A.D.). Eight 
hundred gold drammas of Govindachandra of this dynasty were found 
near Nanapara in the Bahraich district of Uttar Pradesh.''^  Regarding the 
Chalukyas of Gujarat two gold and six silver coins "ascribed to 
Siddharaja(1098-1143 A.D.)" have been founded.^ ^ Udyaditya was the 
^^  JNSI, III, p. 25. The obverse of the coins of Gangeyadeva bears the name Srimad 
Gangeyadeva in three lines, while the reverse has the seated figure of goddess 
Lakshmi. 
''° A. Cunningham, Coins of medieval India from the seventh century down to the 
Mohammedan conquest, London, 1894, p. 72, hereafter CMI. 
^^ COM, I, p. 253. 
^^  lA, XXXVII, p. 147. It represents the weight standard of a drachma and half a 
drachma respectively. 
^^  COM, I, p. 253. 
^^MSe, 1889, p. 34. 
^^  COM, pp. 257 f. 
^^ C.R. SInghal, Bibliography of Indian coins, pt. I, p. 96. 
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only Paramara ruler, who issued the gold coins. In the Kashmir king 
Harsha (1089-1101 A.D.) is said to have reformed the gold currency 78 
There is also evidence of comparative increase in the use of silver, 
billion, silver-bronze and copper coins in central India, Malwa, 
7Q 
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, and north western regions of India. 
The real gold or silver coins are very rare and we generally come across 
coins made of billon (alloy of silver and copper). We also find difference 
in weight standard. The coins of this period are lighter than those of 
Kusana and Gupta times. According to A.S. Altekar the depreciation in 
the weight of gold coins was from 120 grains to 60 grains. Further he 
also argued that the silver coinages of the period were about ten grains 
O 1 
lighter than the gold coins. 
Contemporary literature and epigraphs also reveal the valuable 
information regarding the nomenclature of various types of coins, which 
had been in circulation in the towns during the second phase of early 
medieval India. Coins like dinaras, suvarnas, mshka,paruthas, drammas, 
drammardhas, rupakas, kakinis, varatikas, kavaddikas, etc. are 
" Ibid. 
^^  CMI, p. 34. 
^^  Cf. R.S. Sharma, Indian Feudalism, op. cit., ch.VI. 
^°JNSI,\\,p.2. 
81 Ibid, pp. 1-4. 
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mentioned in literature. Dramma was the most common coin in northern 
India during the period under discussion. It has also been argued that 
O-I 
drammas were the coins of various metals i.e. gold, silver, copper, and 
the term dramma was used mostly for silver coins. Several inscriptions 
record drammas being paid as donation and also as fine. The Srimad 
Adivaraha dramma was issued by the Bhoja I of Pratihara dynasty. The 
Srimad Adivaraha dramma mentioned in the Siyadoni inscription has 
or 
been identified with these coins. Such coins with a representation of the 
Varaha-Avatara on the obverse and the Sri-Madadi-Varaha, the Viruda 
of Bhoja I on the reverse have been found at Baghera. The Somanath 
temple inscription of Shergarh mentions that the third donation of 
Devasvamin given in V.S. 1084 was in monthly terms of two Varahas, 
^^ L. Gopal, JNSI, XXV, pp. 1-16; D. Sharma, Rajasthan through the Ages, Bikaner, 
1966, p. 497; The coin names rupaka, ardharupaka, dramma and Vimshopaka 
occur in Paramara records, D.C. Ganguly, op. cit., p. 243. 
^^  The term dramma, which sometimes abbreviated as dra is the sanl<ritised form of 
the Greek word drachma which meant a coin having the weight equal to 67.5 
grains. Generally, drammas have been used in the sense of silver coinage, R.C. 
Agrawal, "Drammas in Ancient Indian Epigraphs and Literature", JNSI, XVII, pt. 2, 
p. 64; E. J. Rapson, Jourr)al of Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 
1920, p. 151, hereafter JRAS. 
^^  R.C. Agrawal, op. cit., pp. 76-79. 
^^  Cf. Bhagwanlal Indraji, JeS/?>^ S, XLI, pp, 325-28; V.V. Mirashi,7A/S/, III, pp. 36f. 
^^  El, I, p. 169. 
^^ASC,y\, p. 202. 
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which was to be made on the occasion on samkranti. The Chauhana 
ruler Ajayadeva, is known to have issued the Ajayadeva drammas, which 
are referred to as made of silver.^ ^ Besides this, another category of 
dramma coin namely Bhimapriya drammas got specific mention in 
various forms in the literature^^ as issued by king Bhlma of the Chalukya 
dynasty of Gujarat.^' Another type dramma coinage named Paruttha 
dramma is mentioned in various forms in the inscriptions and literature of 
our period.^ ^ According to D. Sharma Paruttha dramma was a silver 
coin,^ ^ which is said to be eight times greater than ordinary dramma. 
The coin called vimsopaka was also quite popular in the towns like 
Bhinmal,^ ^ Nadlai,^^ Siyadoni,^^ Sakambhar^^ and Harshanath^^ etc. An 
** El, XXIIl, p. 133 -34. 
^^  K.C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns ofRajasthan, p. 502; Nagari Prachanni- Patrika, 
XLV, pp. 357-58; Somesvara issued bull and horsemen type coins{CC/H pp. 
257,261). Prithviraja III issued silver and billon coins with weight varying between 
47 and 53 grains (B.P. Mazumdar, op. cit., p. 216). 
^ JNSI, VIII, pp. 359f. 
^^  L. Gopal, Economic Life in Northern India, p. 197. 
92 
Indian Historical Quarterly, XXVI, pp. 224f, hereafter IHQ; The inscription of 
Aparaditya dated 1184 A.D. found at Lonada near Kalyana (JBORS, XXIX, pp. 211-
15) and the inscription oiSilhara Somesvaradeva dated 1260 A.D. from Chhanya in 
Konkan (El, XX\\\, pp. 280 ff) refer to these drammas. 
^^ JNSI, XVII, pt. 2, p. 75. 94 
95 
Ibid p. 64 ff; IHQ, XXVI, p. 224. 
Bombay Gazetteer, \, pt. 1, p. 47 f., C.F. L. Gopal, Economic Life in Northern India. 
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inscription from Bhinmal dated 1182 A.D, which refers to a tax of one vi 
on every dramma clearly indicates that vimsopaka was a coin 
considerably lesser in value than a dramma. The Nadalai stone 
inscription dated 1138 A.D. (V.S. 1195) reveals that Thakura Rajadeva of 
Nadulai, a feudatory of Rajyapaladeva of Nadol granted one vimsopaka 
from every oil mill on the occasion of the frinction of rathayatra 
organised for the sake of his mother.''^' Arthuna inscription dated 1079 
refers to a particular variety oi vimsopaka, i.e., vrsvimsopaka, along with 
drammas and rupakas. According to V.V. Mirashi, the com was so 
called because it formed the twentieth part of a dramma. This 
statement is supported by the Siyadoni inscription, which mentions a 
monthly tax of half a Vigrahatuingya dramma and then abbreviates this 
as vi 10, i.e., 10 vimsopaka. 
^^ El, XI, p. 41. 
^^  Ibid, I, p. 175. 
^^  Ibid, II, p. 116. 
'' Ibid. 
^°° Bombay Gazetteer, I, pt. 1, p. 47 f., C.F. L. Gopal, Economic Life in Northern India. 
' ° ' Ibid, XI, p. 41. 
^°^ Ibid, XIV, pp. 295 ff. 
^°^ Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, IV, p. clXXXIX, fn.7, hereafter Cll, C.F. L. Gopal, 
Economic Life In Northern India, pp. 204-05, 
'"' El, \, p. 173 f. 
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Rupaka, another common coin is mentioned in the contemporary 
epigraphs'^ ^ and literature.'^ ^ The Ahar inscription dated 953 A.D., which 
mentions one dramma as the price of an elephant and two rupakas that of 
a horse, proves that not only was a rupaka different from a dramma, but 
also a coin of a lower value.'°^ B.N. Puri puts the value of a rupaka 
1 AO 
between 1/4 and 1/20 of 2i dramma. 
Some other coins like lohatika^^ and karshapana are also 
mentioned in epigraphs and indigenous sources. Cowrie was the lowest 
unit of currency. Chau-Ju-Kua referring about on the Chinese and Arab 
trade in the 12* and 13* centuries commented that the people of India 
^°^ lA, XI, pp. 337 f; XLI, pp. 202-03; Ei, X, pp. 24 f. 
^°^JNSI, VIII, pp. 138 f; R.C. Agrawala, 'Rupaka- A coin Denomination', JNSI, XIX, II, pp. 
114-20. 
^°^ I A, LVII, p. 162. 
^°^ B.N. Puri, The History of Gurjara-Pratiharas, Bombay, 1957, p. 136. 
^°^ D. Sharma, Early Chaulian Dynasties, p. 181. An inscription of Alhandeva dated 
1148 A.D. refers to a coin named Ihodiya (Ibid.). P. Niyogi argued that probably it 
was an iron coin (P. Niyogi, op.cit., pp. 261- 62). D. Sharma's surmise that the 
lohadiu may have been a fair-sized copper coin, the name of which was generally 
derived not from loiia or iron. A metal extremely unsuitable for the purpose of 
currency, but from some locality like lohad, seems to be quite plausible (D. 
Sharma, Early Chaulian Dynasties, p. 305). 
JNSI, XIX, p. 117; Kaman stone inscription of Bhojadeva refers to panas along with 
drannmas (El, XXIV, 329 ff) which was probably a copper coin (L Gopal, Economic 
life in Northern India, pp. 207-08). 
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(T'ien-chu) use cowries as a medium of exchange.' Two very big 
hoards of cowries found along with some dynastic coins at Solapur in 
Orissa and at Bhondari in Lucknow district of U.P.''^ prove that cowries 
formed an important means of exchange in northern India. Lilavati, the 
mathematical text enumerates that twenty cowries were equal to a kakini, 
111 
four kakini equaled apana and sixteen panas equaled a dramma. From 
this record, it seems that a pana (probably a small copper coin) was 
equaled to eighty cowries, while a dramma fetched 1280 cowries. The 
use of cowrie shells, coins of various metals served as a medium of 
exchange. While cowries were used in local transaction, the metallic 
currency was employed in interregional exchange. 
The monetary system in fact witnessed a gradual change from gold 
to silver gih, silver, silver bronze and finally copper. R.S. Sharma has 
rightly pointed out, "instead of taking it as a process of de-generation 
from pure and costly metal to base and cheap metal, it should be taken as 
a device to meet the day to day exchange requirements of common 
111 
F. Hirth and W.W. Rockhill, Chau-Ju-Kua; his work on the Chinese and Arab trade 
in the 12^^ and 13^^ centuries entitled Chau-fan-Chi, St. Peters Burg, 1911, rep., 
Amsterdam, 1966, pp. 97-111. 
112 
JNSI, XIII, p. 92; Ibid, X, pp. 28 ff; Journal of the U.P. Historical Society, Lucknow, 
XIX, p. 85, hereafter JL/PHS. 
^^ ^ Lilavati, as quoted by R.C. Agrawal, JNSI, XVIII, p. 77. 
^^'^J/VS/,XX,pp.38-40. 
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regarded as an of suit of feudal economy, which gained momentum in the 
form of some opposite trends contradicting each other in the socio-
economic as well as the cultural patterns. This sudden transition must 
have been owing to the establishment of different Rajput states in various 
parts of northern India during the 11"' -12*^  centuries. 
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CONCLUSION 
The period from c. AD 800-1200 may generally be regarded as 
period of feudalism, which is characterized by the decay of towns 
and mralisation of economy. The decay of large number of urban 
centres as a consequent to the general decline of foreign trade and 
internal commerce has already been highlighted by the scholars like 
D.D. Kosambi and R.S. Sharma. However, these scholars have also 
traced out the rise and growth of towns in a systematic manner, 
utilizing the extant literary and archaeological data. It is an 
emanating fact that the urban decline undermined the position of 
urban-based artisans and traders leading to the decline of guilds in 
particular areas. Though, the beginning of the 11 century may be 
significantly marked with a mild urban renewal, represented by a 
new type of economy manifested in the form of 'urban contraction 
and agrarian expansion'. 
The newly established clannish monarchies of the landed 
Rajput magnates embark on certain new trends of development such 
as the increased use of money and disappearance of forced labour 
(visti), which caused dents in the self sufficient village economy of 
rural areas and led to a 'urban renewal'. 
B.D. Chattopadhyaya through his articles argued the 
continuation as well as the emergence of newly established towns by 
citing the epigraphic evidences during the 9-12* centuries. He 
highlights the role of individual merchants of high standing and 
immense wealth in long distance trade of high value goods during 
the tenth, eleventh and twelfth centuries. The views of M.R. 
Tarafdar and V.K. Thakur regarding the revelation of early medieval 
urban centres of different regions are also noteworthy. 
A glance on literary texts of early medieval period reveal the 
repeated use of the terms, nagara, pura, puri, pattana, which may 
significantly denote the presence of towns. The systematic 
calendaring of towns, emerged out and flourished under different 
dynastic orders in various regions, subjected to the presentation of 
factual data consisting of epigraphs and literature, has been dealt 
with in detail in the form of a separate chapter. 
However, it is notable that the early medieval economy may 
not be independently characterised as an urban economy but an off 
shoot of feudal economy, which gained momentum in the form of 
opposite trends in the socio-economic as well as cultural life. It is 
notable that all the capital cities known as the established towns 
128 
during this period had the pohtical status but truly many of them 
were the centres of commerce, crafts and some were the 
representatives of temple culture and religious activities, culminating 
the hold of priestly class allied with Kshatriyahood and chivalry. 
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